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Julyor August. 18 participants are needed in order for this 
The four, hour sessions, to be held in the day or workshop to take place. If you are interested, 
evening depending on demand, will cover colour pleasephone 635-6404 or 635-756~, as soon as 
courses, traditional and informal art such as possible. Location of the workshop will be an. 
landeeape, figure painting and still.life, and nouneed later. 
Tah l tans  ho ld  out  
seek  anew schoo l  
' TheTahltanTribalCounctl -classroom for junior 
;of nortlm'n British Columbia secondary school students of 
met .last~cek with School 120o sq. fL 
District No. 87 (Stikine) and -a library of 699 sq. ft. 
raJecied their proposal to  -administration area 
rmovato and build on to the -indmtrial education area 
present schOol ~trueture of 1200 sq. ft. 
which is ~r y~ old and has -ngymnastum of 3130 ~1. ft. 
not been kept up durin8 that 
time. The total east of tidS 
proposal was $784,170.00. 
The prepouul as outlined -According to Mr. Lynn, the 
by David Lynn, the District SchnoiDfmtrl~twasprepared 
Supertntomient of Schools, to build immediately. 
wsh to renovete the exinfln8 However, the Tribal Council 
schoolbuilding and build the had hired an enginesrihg 
propesnd new additions:, firm. which recommended 
against renovating the old 
Structure to bring it upto 
acceptable standards. The  
School District's engineers 
recommended against 
building en  to the old 
building. At the\present 
thee, the sehool~is con- 
demned by the Federal Fire 
Marshall's ;office, by the 
Regional Health officer and 
by the Tstdtan penple~ 
At the meeting, the  
Tehltan people and the 
residents of the Slikine River 
Valley were ueanimom in. 
their decision to reject the 
peolmaL Eighty (aope. 
c~t) of the money which'the 
School District has offered 
for renovation of the present 
structure isFederal Dept. of 
Indian Affairs money which 
is paid to the School Board ea 
behalf of the Tahitun tribe 
since 80 percent ofthe 
students in attendance are 
Tahltan. , 
The position of the 
residents of the area is still 
the building of a completely 
new school that will inch~de 
future needs when designed. 
President i)artor .drops in popularity poll 
NEWYORK (AP) - -  The 
• latekt Harr~ survey says 
President Carter's ability to 
"Inspire onnfidu~e'~ In the ~ 
White House and his 6ver.all 
mUng both dropped in 
the last year. .. 
The survey, tukon among 
' 1,-600 U.S. citl~ns between 
June 15 and June 17, found 
the perception of carter's 
inspirational ability had 
ravened in one year, f.rem a 
6~31-per.cent peaitive rating 
last June to a 6449-per-cent 
dm~tive- ratlng..thb-m~th. 
"Without L~'en~I r 'o t  
faith in hlm personally, it Is 
gning to be ts~h fo r t  he' 
President to improve his 
standing on performance in
office in any quick or easy 
way," the survey report 
concludes. 
Carter's over-all rating 
stood at 65-32.per-cent 
negative at the end of the 
latest survey period, a 
turnabout from the 65-32- 
percent positive rating be 
had in Me),.. 19'77, the survey 
nays, , 
The surrey, released 
Monday, also asked the 
participants to give their 
perceptions of Carter's 
performance oneight major 
issues. The negative respon. 
ses outweighed the pesttive 
on. all  questions. The 
repanoee were: 
--75 per cent of those ques- 
tioned disappro~,ed of  
Carter's "handling of the 
economy': and 21 per cent 
approved. 
-.61 per cent diasppmved 
of the president's "handling 
of relations with Russia" and 
28 per cent approved. 
-.62 per Cent disapproved 
of Carter's handling of "the 
problem of Cuban and 
Russian military activity in 
Africa" and 24 p~. cent 
approved. 
--The president's "hun- 
dllng of foreign policy 
matters" was disapproved of 
by a 67-20 per cent margin; 
ida "working for a peace 
setUoment in the Middle 
East" was frowned upon by 
a 50-42 per cent margin, and 
Ida "handling of relations 
with Congress" was 
dlnapproved of by a 63-20 per 
cent margin. 
--Carter's handling of 
strategic arms limltatior 
talks (SALT) with the Soviet 
Unlon earned poor marks by 
a 63-21 per cent margin, and 
his trip to Panama to sign 
the final Panama 'canal 
treaty was disapproved ofby 
a e0-29 per cent margin. 
TOROIYrO (CP) - -  Three passengers walked away 
male pnasmgers were killed from the crash site. 
endmorothanl00injurodto- Many of these treated at 
day when an Air Caanda DC- hospital had only minor 
'9 jet shot off a runway at injuries end were released. 
Toronto International Air- Paul Roach, a Trampert 
port, dropped about 12 Canada spokesman, con- 
metres into a ravine and firmed that three'persona 
broke into three l~eees, had died, but the names were 
Dr. Thomas Daaliah, Peel 
• regional coroner, said two 
people were pronounced 
dead at the scene. Several 
~gerS  were severely' 
injured, most. with broken 
hones., he said. At least 20 
not released. 
The airport ower said the: 
plane never left the ground, 
but slid into the ravine after 
the aborted takeoff. 
The DC-9, Air Canada 
Flight 189 which erlainatod 
Death was no aot 
DETROIT (AP) -  James intmt to murder in the 
Thomas, 21, was ~ntenced beating of her son, Deqnan. 
Monday to two life prison Authorities said Ms. 
terms for the hammer Cowan went to what she 
slaying of an aspiring young thought was an audition for a 
actress and the beating of play about a "woman .killed 
'her fear-year-old son. with a hemmer. Detectives 
• Wayne County Circuit said she was bludgeoned to. 
Judge Michael Stscy am- death with a shart-handlnd 
posed the concurrent sen- sledgehammer in aHiahland 
tencea on Thomas, who had Park, Mich., garage, de- 
~socoeaded guilty to ~arges of tectlvou sa/d. 
rid-degree murder in the Thomas will be eligihile 
April 9 death of Patric/a for parole in I0 years, the 
Cowan and assault with judge said. 
in Ottawa, was bound for pleston but Dr. Dngibh said 
Winnipeg and Vancouver the crash site was dangerous 
and was carrying 102 because of the ~d still on 
passeagers and a crew of board. Firefightere from 
five. nalghborinB municipalities 
TRAFFIC A PROBLEM and airport emergency 
About 30 ambulances~ crews doused the plane's 
many of which had trouble wings with foam to avoid an 
rnachi~ the injured became explosion. 
of heavy.ash.hour traffic on 
Highway 401, took crach REACH SCENE QUICKLY 
Within 15 minutes .of the 
victims toslx hespltals in the crash,/fix doctors, indudlng 
area. 
the onroner, were on the 
Cause of the (=ash has not same. , 
been determined, but early Bobby Ghnbyo a ban- 
reports aid one of the Jet's dlead~ known as Canada's 
rearmoantod engines had pledplper, encapedtheerash 
lost with minor cute to hta power just before 
takeoff. 
John Wardali, an Air 
Canada official, said: 
"We can't say what caused 
it. InMally we thought i  was 
loss ~' pawor in one engine 
10ut now we are not so sure." 
The Jet left a huge scour 
mark at the end of rumvay 
23, where the pilot attempted 
to steer away from hydro 
cables and pylons. 
A ministry of transport 
official sal~i the pilot's effort 
saved ninny passmgera. 
There was no fire or ex. 
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forehead. 
Glmby, who became 
famous in Centennial Year 
for his song Can-as-de, 
which he performed ressed 
a8 a pied piper, said 
lmsongors were in a state of 
pandemonium when the 
crash occurred. 
!'I wu s t~ r~t  up. 
front and saw it all. I Just 
held on tight. 
"I guess I was one of the' 
lucky enes," 
He said the plane :'ifell 
straight down, Just like going 
overs diff." 
Garner Ted says 
dad going broke 
Evat~ist  Garner Ted Arm- 
~ona--tomperaruy 
hushed by his father from 
the WorMwide Church of 
God--has predicted the 
downfall of the religions ect 
because of its leaders' lavJch 
spending habits and poor 
flmnclal manaJemont. 
Armstrong said in a news- 
Impel' Interview published 
Monday that the church has 
been forced by inflation and 
lOS k~IGELES (ALP) -- extravagance to borrow 
money to meet its payroll 
obligations, 'despite more 
than i~5 million in annual 
income. 
The one-time heir ap- 
pacent to the Worldwide 
Church of God was recently 
ordered to take a six-month 
leave of absence by his 
father, Herbert Armstrong, 
• who .heads the Pasadena- 
based organization. . 
Kitimat RCMP 
pick up 
marijuana and cocaine 
..Kitimat RCMP found 12 
one-half ounce bugs of 
marijuana and about '½' 
gram ore substance believed 
to be cocaine in a vehicle 
containing two persons from 
Fraser Lake at about 3:30 
p.m. Sunday. 
• .On routine check the police 
found one 27 year old male 
subject In posseslon of the 
marijuana nd one 24 year 
old female subject in 
poasesloo f ate cocaine. 
..The pair appeared in 
Terrace court Monday 
morning where charges of 
possesion with intent to 
tramek were laid ngalmt the 
male subject and charges of 
poueaioo were laid against 
/he female. 
..The case has been ad- 
Journed until July ZO. 
Students at E.T. Kenny primary school performed the 
musical, "Oliver', last week before an appreciative audience of other students, parrots and teuchen in ate school auditorium. 
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Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Millwright - 10.51 per hr. 
Terrace. Temporary full 
time positios. Should be 
certified. Some shift work. 
Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. P~ermanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
Dining Room Waitress - $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Clerk Typist- Terrace. $893 
+ 52.80 per mo. Per~nanent 
full time. 40 wpm typing 
essential. Some experience 
required. 
H.D. Mechan ic -  I.W.A. 
rates. Juskatla. Permanent 
fuiltime. TQ or fully ex- 
perienced. 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
Board provided at cost, 
Executive Secretary - $1,0~0 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
Cock - ~.00 hour. Terrace. 
Cooking and some dean-up. 
Shift work. 
Secretary-Bookkeeper - 
mon. Terrace. Permanent 
full.time. Involves typing, 
bookkeeping, control funds 
and stock, reception, mall 
filing. 
Live in Housekeeper - $350 
per month + R&B. Port 
Edward. To care for 2 
children age 7 and 2 - some 
housekeeping, cooking 
Waiter.Waitress - ~3.~5 per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
full-time. Over 19 years of 
age. Stock work, cash 
register and balancing 
ordering. 
Rigging Slinger - I.W.A. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Working on tower. 
Must be experienced. 
Court Worker  Assistant -' 
$138 week. Terrace. 
Goneral typing, filing and 
reception duties. Must be 
able to meet  public. 
Weitress - DOE. Terrace. 
Must be experienced In 
general waitrmaing duties. 
General lane Painter - ~7.~6 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
fulltime. Excellent op- 
portunity to energetic 
person. Some background 
and knowledge of heavy 
equipment. 
Desk Clerk - $3,50 hour. 
Terrace. Permanent pari- 
time. To register guests and 
some record keeping. 
Heavy  Duty  Mechan ic  - 
chlldcare. 
Fallers - I.W.A. Queon 
Charlotte. Permanent full 
ime. Coast experience. 
Camp job. 
Clerk Typist - $893.50 per 
m0mth. Terrace. Per -  
manont full time. Must have 
40 ~m typing. Must have 
office experience. 
Radiator Repairman 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent -full 
time. Must have experience 
or re la ted  rad ia tor  ex -  
per ience .  Some light 
mechanic work 
Record crowds celebrate Gay Freedom Day 
$10.51 bauer.. Terraea~.~ 
Temporary. full time-(2':. ~ ~ --: ~ . ~" . . . . . . .  
months). Certified HI) ~esographer- 8-9,000 year. 
Mechanic Heavy Equipment Terrace. Permanent full 
repair, time. Typing, dictaphone. 
Be able to deal with public. 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Almost 250,000 
homosexuals and their supporters turned out for 
San Franc isco 's  annual  Gay  F reedom Day  
parade Sunday, while gay activists also held 
rallies in New York, Houston and New Orleans. 
Sidewalks were filled with scores of colorfully 
dressed people, braless women .in T-shirts and 
bronze-chested men in jeans as 100 floats and 250 
groups car ry ing  banners and chant ing moved up 
P.G, woodworkers 
want to dm)drtify 
PRINCE GEORGE,  B.C. (CP) - Workers who 
turned down a contract  negot iated by the In- 
ternational Woedworkers of Amer ica  IWA at  
Dunkley Lumber  Ltd. have  begun at tempts  to 
have the IWA decert i f ied as  their  bargain ing 
unit. 
Joe  Allen, a spokesman for workers  at the 
sawmil l  located about  85 k i lometres south of 
here, said they re jected the contract  73 to 38. 
There were 131 eligible voters, he said. 
Allen called the vote "two to one against  the 
union" and said the dissenting workers have 
instructed their lawyer  to write the B.C. Labor  
Relations Board  asking for decertff ication. The 
IWA was cert i f ied a t  the sawmil l  March  23. 
Tony Mogensen, secretary- t reasurer  of IWA 
Local 424 in P r ince  George, said the union asked 
the LRB to conduct he vote at Duak ley  to make  
sure it was done properly. He said union officials 
have not decided what  their next move will be. 
The IWA negot iated the contract  with the 
Caribou Labor  Relations Associat ion,  which 
represented Dunldey. 
Market  Street in San Francisco.  Po l i ce  
est imated the parade and speeches drew 240,000 
people, including marchers .  
Decked out  in f lowers and an armband,  San 
Franc isco 's  first gay supervisor, Harvey Milk, 
cal led 'on Pres ident  Carter to take the side of 
homosexuals in their fight to win respect and 
r ights laws. 
" I 'm t ired of all the silence f rom the White 
House,"  Milk shouted to the crowd at the Civic 
Centre. " J immy Carter,  you talk about human 
rights - in fact, you want  to be the world's leader 
for human rights. Well l ead!"  
In New York City, police, est imated 12,000 
people marched up Fi f th Avenue in the ninth 
annual  gay-r ights parade Sunday. I t  was the last 
day of what  had been proc la imed as Gay and 
Lesbian Pr ide Week by Mayor  Edward  Kock. 
The marchers  rall ied in Central  Park,  where 
much of the cr i t ic ism was a imed at Anita 
Bryant,  a leader of the campaign  against  
homosexual-r ights laws and against  gay people 
teaching or  working with children. 
" I f  it weren ' t  for gay  teachers,  the gay  youth 
wouldn't  have  anybody to ta lk  to,"  said Meryl 
Fr iedman,  deseribing herself  as-a  lesbian who 
has  taught  reading at  a junior high school for 13 
years.  
" I t  helps the kids.understand that  it 's all r ight 
to be gay , "  she said, emphasiz ing that  "a  
teacher  is not there to proselyt ize." 
In Houston, about 3,000 gay activists heard 
F rances  Sissy Farenthold,  a former  candidate 
for governor,  call for an end to "blatant 
discr imination against  this large minority."  
In New Orleans, about 200 homosexuals held a 
two-hour a l ly  at  Jackson  Square in the French 
Quarter to demandmore public respect. 
And in Sydney, Australia, a demonstration for 
homosexual rights Sunday erupted into a brawl 
when police and marchers  dashed.  
Pol ice said 53 persons were arrested when 
2,000 demonstrators  tried to cress a bar r ie r  
mark ing the approved area for  their march .  
• Several  demonstrators  and two pol icemen 
were injured, police said. 
At ieast 150,000 species of flowering plant are known. 
 k Jlat a 
Japanese 
wave power 
Receptionist-Switchboard - ~ 
$931 to $1002 ~ mouth. AIOI, Japan (AFP) - -A  - 
Terrace. Peemaneat full Japanese shipyard com- 
time. Must have 45 wpm pletod on Sunday a floating "3 
typing-, Experience in experiemntai power plant ~-"--J//t 
general office duties, designed to use waves'to ~/ /~ 
produce nergy. 
Manager-Suprv. - Stereo The plant, which looks like 
Dept. DOE. Permanent full an ell tanker, measures 80 
time. Must have retail sales metres long and 12 metres -"- 
experience knowledgable wide and weighs ~00 inns, its "~! 
about stereo equipment, builder-- lshikawajima- 
Mwttmvegood Harima Heavy Industries 
management sldlis. (IHl)---saicL 
Pump Jockey - $3.50 hour. ltll added that the plant is 
Terrace. Permanent full .the result of two years of 
time. Drivm's licence Class development efforts by 
5. Front end service work. Japan's Oceanographic 
Counter work and deliveries. Science and Technology 
~v~ne~;i~.avy work - lifting., Centre, . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  
The plant 14 equipped with 
three power-generating 
devices, each with an output 
capacity of ~0 kilowatts an 
hour, IHI technicians aid. 
Says Heroin is no worse 
than drinking, smoking 
RICHMOND, B.C. (CP) -- 
Heroin use can be no more 
serious than smoking 
cigarettes or drinking 
alcohol, a public mooting 
discussing opposition and 
opUons, to proposed British 
Columbia legislation 
providing for compulsory 
treatment of heroin addicts 
was told Saturday. 
Dr. Thomas Szasz, ~y. 
chonnalyst and psychiatry 
professor at New York 
University at Syracuse, 
N.Y., minimized the 
seriousness ofdrag addiction 
during his address to about 
150 persons at the sym- 
ponium, sponsored by the Ad 
Hoe Committee on the 
Compulsory Addiction 
News briefs 
TrestmentPlan. , The legislation would 
Szasz said society allow police officers to send 
aggravated the heroin suspected narcotie addicts. 
lz'oblem by prohibiting its before an assessment panel 
use but the only care for which could order the addict 
addiction is willpower--if to undergo compulsory 
indivtdu~ais cannot muster treatment either in corn- 
sufficient Willpower, thee munity clinics or een- 
they must be solely flnemnnt for six months to 
responsible for the con- three years. Although there 
sequences, would be an , appeal 
Dr. Guy Richmond, with procedure, the onus of 
more than 20 years' ex- proving non.addiction would 
perience in correctional be placed on the individual. 
centres in Britian and Peter Stein, former 
Canada, said the cure for chairman of the provincial 
addiction is spontaneous and alcohol ' and drug corn- 
cannot be imposed, mission, said the planned 
MANY CONCERNS program is unworkable, but 
Lawyer John Conroy of "I've come to the reluctant 
Abboisford, B.C., said he is conclusion that steps now 
concerned about con- being tnkon by the present 
fidentiality of •addicts' government are probably a 
medical records; the ability historical necessity, albeit a 
of police officers to recognize very costly and expensive 
symptoms of heroin ad- one." 
diction; the lack of due Stein and Donald 
process of law; the inability soro~an, president of the 
of doctors assessing addicts B .C .  Corrections 
to specify treatment; and the Assodalion, said voluntary 
possibility of addicts being treatment centrek would 
repeatedly admitted to in- benefit those addicts who 
situtions for compulsory fear incarceration u der the 
treatment, proposed plan. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you boy, InveMIgath the advanthgeaof fltis rset- 
fo~wn plan. All moolea paid apply to purcha~. Why 
tla up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 35 month lease 
;re F 2S0 'pickup 70 Econollne Van 78 C 100 Chev pu 
S148.0Oper month S13&00por month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease end prlcel lease end price 
S2,175.00 Sl ~975.00 St ,875.00 
or simply return ,or slml~lY return or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 711 Zephyr Sedan 78 Oodge Van 
S139.00per month S124.00por month S129.00per month 
lease end price lease ~end price lease end price 
$L025.00 $1,025.00 $1,875.00 
simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 7e FIS0 4 x 4 7S Olds Cutlass 
sgL00 per month SlSS.0Opor month S139.00per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S1400.00 S2,275.00 $2,02$.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES- RICHARDS 
COL L ECT  987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
I1t0 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00179A 
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) 
--  An Oklahoma City 
evangelist who helped dear 
the way for publisher Larry 
Flynt's converelen says he 
has been hustled. 
Bey. Larry Jones, who 
visited Flynt in Jail prior to 
his dramatic onveraloo by 
evangelist Ruth Carter 
Stapleton, President Car. 
ter's sister, said Wednesday 
that Flynt's magazine, 
Hustler, "has not changed." 
After looking at an ad- 
vance copy, Jones said the 
July issue of the magazine 
"is the wont ever 
published." He said the 
magazine pursues a blblionl 
theme, showing Adam and 
Eve on the cover. They are 
nude and on the Inside of the 
magazine Eve is depicted in 
a variety of sexual poses 
with animals, Jenss said. 
Flynt is partially 
pamlysnd,~_a rmult of a 
gunshot wouffd be received 
during a v~eens in a por- 
nogra~j~ trial in Georgia. 
WASHINGTON (AP)  - -  A 
trash plant operated by the 
bureau of mines in suburban 
Maryland consumes five 
tons of garbage a week and 
recovers usable aluminum, 
glass, steel and tin. In most 
dries it costs between ~6 and 
$20 a ton to dispose of trash, 
but with the bureau's plant it 
would cost $8 and the results 
could be sold for $12.60. 
almce makes. 
See for yourself at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
~ 4842 HWy. 14West Terrace, B.C. VSG. IL8 
435-6571 or ~154325 D~sler Licence 020~A 
HO nA Test drivea Honda today. 
......... ;.;i ~ ~ ~ ]  '~ . . . . .  ;, (.r ; a" 
~ ~ ~": " our  dc6nbmYlZrOw and Jobs  ar~ 
When you shop, your Canadian p'ro-duct selection is vl .r.m, ally 
unlimited. Just about everything mm  you need to maintain one oftheworld's highest 
standards of livin= is made, mine-& grown or produced right here in Canada. 
Think about eac"hpurchase; from y0ur daily" bread to your annual vacation you can 
usually fin d value in a Canadian product. 
The list m virtually endless. 
Every time you decide to buy 
.... i pro luct of  Canada you help i 
:created. i 
Abattoir Equipment •Acids • Aircraft • Alarms • Alcohol • Ammunition •Autos • Apples • Artificial Limbs • Asparagus 
Baby Foods • Bags- Balls • Bandages • Bank Notes • Bar irley • Barrels • Basins • Bath Mats • Bathing Suits • Batteries 
• Beans • Bearings •Beef. Beer, Ale, Stout • Beeswax •B, BirdSeed • Bicycles • Billiard Tables • . Blankets •Blue- 
berries • Boats • Bolts • Books - Boots ~ Shoes • Brakes. msieres •Buckles • Buildings • Buoys • ~k Butter- Cable 
• Cakes • Calendars •Canoes? Cans - Capstans • Carbo~ etrachloride • Carpets andRugs • [ ~Carrots • Caskets •
"~/~Castings • Celery- Cement • Chain • Chairs Cheese. Cheesecloth • Cherries [ | • Chickens 
| ' j~ . , , /~  ] • Clamps • Closets, Sanitary Chemical • Clothing • Computers • Concrete .1~ [ Conduits •
x~aO'/~y- Corn • Cranes a Shovels • Crates • • Croquet Sets • Crucibles • / ] J Cucumbers 
/, .1• Dado Heads • Decalcomanias Deodorizers • Derricks ] / ] . Disc Harrows 
• Disinfectants • Dis lay Fixtures • Docks a Ramps • Doors • / / / Drills • Ducks • P 
Dustpans •Dynamotors • • Earthenware • Eavestrough .~  ~ • Egg Candlers 
• Eggs • Electric Apparatus • Electric Devices _ ~  ~ • Elevators • 
Fabric • Fans • Fasteners • Feeds • Felt • Fencing Shop  ~ ~  •Fertilizers . . . .  Filters * Fire 
Escapes •Fire Places • Flanges •Fly Swatters Magminons& la~mmdimmo • Foods * Footwear •FurRings • Fuinaces •
Furniture •Furs • Fuses • Games • Garters • Gas • Gauges •Gears • Generators • Girdles • 
Glass * Glue • Go-Carts • Goggles •Golf Clubs • Gratings • Grain • Grease • Greenhouses • Gum • Gymnasium Equipment •Halters • 
Hammers - Handles • Hats • Heaters •Hitches • Hockey Pads, Pucks, Sticks • Hog Feed • Hoists • Honey • Horseshoes • Hose. Hosiery 
• Humidifiers •Hvdrants •Hvdraulic Devices a Equipment • Hydrometers • Hydrotropes • Hygrometers • Ice, Ahificial • Ice Cream 
• Inc inerators  • Inl¢ • ~ Insecticides • Insoles • Insulation • ~ Jackets • Jacks- Jams • Jeans • Jewellery • 
Joints • Joists • ~ ~ ~ ' j ~ ]  Junction Boxes • Ketdes • Kilns l ' r~/~ * Knives • Knobs. Labels • ,. ~ . . . . .  
Laces • Lacquers ,~f~~J"Y /~ • Lacrosse Sticks• Ladders- ~Z.~ ~, Lamb• Lamps• Lasers• Ll~l[[l~]]~//[/~4 
Lavatories• ~ ~  Lenses. Lettuce• Lift Trucks• /~7 j~ '~"~ Liquor• Loaders- Locks \ \~ J /~ 
• Locomotives • i ~ /  Louvres • Lumber • Lye • Macaroni /~. . , f~ ~/ / /~  ' • Machinery • Mandolins '~6~r~l l  
Manhole Covers' M p ' p ~ ~),/~'~1 f :  • s ' - -  ~ • anure S readers •Ma le  Butter * Margarine •Marine 
Railways • Matches • Mattresses • Medals and Badges • Medicines • Megaphones • ~ Metal S.tampings • [ '" ' . .~  
Meters • Microphones • Milk • Mineral Wool • Mining Equipment • Mirrors • Mitts. Moccasins •Monorail ~, ~/  
Systems •Monuments • Mars • Motion Pictures • ~ Motors • Moulds • Mucilage. Mufflers • Murals • MuShrooms 
• 1~I stard • Nails • Na kins~ News a ers • ~Nove l t ies  • Nuclear Fuels • Nuts • Oars • Oats • Oil Refinery u p pp  • . _ 
Equivment •Oils • Ointments •Onions • Ovens j -v  \ . Overshoes. Overalls. Oxygen.  Paddles Pads. Palls- ~ A 
Paint~Paintin~s • Pallets and Skids- Panellin~ • ~ ~ Pans • Paper. Peaches •Peanut Butter • Pears • Pencils • ~ t 
Pharma~eutica~ Prenarations • Pianos • Pickles" ~ • Pipes • Pipeline Equipment and Supplies •Planters •Plastic • Plows • • 
Plugs • Plums • PoliSh • Pollution Control Systems / ][~ ~ • Polyethylene • Pork • Posters •Posts • Potatoes •Pots • Pottery- Power 
Transmission E-ui-ment •Preservatives • Presses tr~-r I~l-i • Prooellers •Pullevs• Pumps • Pyrotechnics • Radar Equipment •
• 1 rRadiators. Radishes• Railroad I l l l l l lH l l  Supplies ~nd Equipment • Raincoats- ,,~ Raspberries- Razors• 
~ Record Players • Refrlaerators IIIIII []]1| "Registers • Relishes •Removers, Paint and ~ Varnish • Rhubarb 
I /~-~ ' ]  [[r~ •Rivets LRoad Mart ia l .  ~ Rocl~ets •Rods• Rollers• Rompers• Room )~f Dividers• Rope- 
~_~__~a~. x~ Rubber Bands • Rust Preventative • Rye • Safes • Safety Devices • q0  Sailboats •Salt 
• Sauerkra,,t. Saws-Saw Elades. Scales-Scors.Scan nts-Sculptures. ealants //  ,/ -Searchlights 
[ ( (o~ ~}-"~~ •Sewers.Sewin~Machines•Shampoos'Shelving'Ships•Shirts'Shoehorns• ~ Sh6es. 
v%.~'/. '~_.7'~'~(~)~))J Shutters •Siding. Signs • Skates. ~kirts • ~ Slacks • Sleighs and / ~ / Sleds • Snow 
~ Blowers * Soar * S'oil Conditioner • Solvents * /~] ' - - - "~ S0nobuoys * / Soybeans * 
• • • r ac[ers •S rln s • S rockets • S uash • Stales * Steel • Store Fronts Soups Spaghetti Spectacles Sp e P g P s L---~~----------~ --q _ . P "TI~_~ /S tee l  . -  .. • 
• • • Iki • Sus enders • Switches • Tables • mnss • sapers tarpautms Stra erries Straws Sues p 6"- lL  OI 
Telemetering Equipment• Tents• Textiles • The:mum. eters ~, l !'~,, a • Ti~gaTinr~S;mers o ,11 ousers'. TrusT:~l~ttoPor?P~ur~t~n°: s 
• Tomatoes * Tools • Toques and Caps Tractors Trailers ~ ~  ] f  gll s r , g 
Turkeys • Turnips • Umbrellas •Underwear • Uniforms • ~ ~  Uranium/Components. Vaccines • Valves • Vanities 
• Varj0ish.Vau[ts.Veneers.Ventilators'Vlses'Wadding" ~ v Wallpapers . Washers . Water Pollution Control Equip- 
meit | .  Watemroofino • Wax • Weed Killer. Weiehts. Wheat • Wheels • Winches • Windows • Wines • Wire. Yachts. Yarns • Yeast 
"q  • - i -  o ~ o • 
• Yogurt • Zinc • Zippers • Zirconium/Alloys • Abrasives. Aarplane Hanger Doors • Almond Paste • Aluminum Doors Axes and Ad 
Bq~ Government G0uvernement 
of Canada du Canada 
Industry. Trade Industne 
. and Commerce et Commerce 
Jack Horner. Jack H0rner 
Minister n,nistre 
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You don't have to be a tourist An unforget tab le  teacher  
to enjoy Terrace 's , Mini -Museum 
i J  g i l  i l  i 1 ¥ ¥  l l J  g i g !  |wwi -  
value of preserving things 
' the past, not only to enabl~ 
us to appreciate those who 
lived before us, but also to 
place our own lives in a 
continuing historical per. 
spective. 
By preserving and 
displaying artifacts from the 
late 1880's onward, through 
the turn of the century up to 
the ireseat ime, we all'gsin 
through an awareness ofour 
own history. 
The pioneers' woHdng day 
was uftm from dawn until 
dusk.., they made their own 
tools, built their homes, 
wushed clothes by hand, and 
had no supermarkets to 
supply them with fresh food. 
Riverboats not only provided 
a major source of supplies, 
but also entertainmeat and 
news. 
Terrace's mini-museum is 
a place for people to see 
e~amples ofthat earlier way 
of life. It shows a variety of 
tools such as a hand-made 
brush book (for cutting 
brush and c lear~ bails) 
and an old hand-made floe 
for cutting cedar shakes. 
Also displayed is the first 
gear made in Terrace, 
fashioned from a plate IX'ore 
the top of a wood steve. 
Among other displays are 
representations of the main 
from of transportation i
earlier days - -  horseback. 
Included are an old nsdme 
complete with mail bags, 
woodea pack frames, and 
hand-made Bpurs. 
There is a re-creation of 
pioneer home llfe, showing a 
wooden wringer washtub, 
Terrac'e'e new mini- 
museum had a booth at the 
J une  Trades Fair, and n~any 
Terrace residents were 
surprtsed todiscover that we 
actually have a museum 
here. 
Ope~t~ng out of the nmtic 
log building on Keith 
Avenue, the project of 
sinrih~ and setting up a 
local museum is being 
funded by a Canada Works 
~p-ant and ia spomored by the 
Clmmber of Commerce. 
Among the many' in- 
terested visitors to the 
display at the Trades Fair 
were over a hundred local 
residents who signed a 
petition supporti~ the need 
and desire for a permanent 
museum in Terrace. 
Many peopkvreengn~, the
wooden butter mold and 
paddies, and man]~ books 
from the late l~00's to the  
second world war period. 
However, the museum 
does not only show in- 
. teresting artifacts from the 
past. It also shows o ng~al 
art forms created by people 
living today in the Pacific 
Northwest, the great 
majority of 'artists .t~.ag 
native indians who c~nnue 
the rich artistic harilags of 
their anceston. 
Included here am works 
by. Rufus Mco~, the well- 
known carver from the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, and 
carvings by Sam Lockerby 
of Terrace. Throughout July 
and Angus,, there will be a 
showing of paintings by 
students from Kitamaat 
Village, attending an in- 
nevative art course at Mount 
Elizabeth High School in 
Kitimat. These striking 
pictures are based on 
traditional Northwest Coast 
Indtnn designs, and the 
original talent displayed 
here shows that this artistic 
culture is nlive and well. 
This exhibit will be here 
from the second week in July 
until the labour day weekend 
In September, and it 
deserves to be~ea and 
approclatod. 
H there are any local 
residents who have artifacts 
or crafts that they would like 
to loan to the museum for 
dSsplay purposes, call 835- 
Tourists are more than 
welcome too, but you don't 
have to be a tourist o visit 
Terraee's Mini-Muasum. 
by Nsdine Amute 
I would like to pay tribute 
to a wonderful ladY who Idt 
Terrace last weekend for a 
new Ufe in the south after 
living h~e since her birth 
slxty-four years ago. 
And I think Janet Felber 
dem'ves a verbal bouquet 
because she perasnifles the. 
values which many of us hold 
so dear. 
Her material possessions 
don't amount to a row. of 
beans because her whole life 
has been devoted to the well 
being and sucoe~ of outer 
people ... but she is the 
richest woman I have ever 
met in love, compassion, 
laughter and appreciation f 
ll~e's ~Ifts. 
An only child born to 
parents in the middle years, 
Janet always felt a bit of a 
misfit until she was in- 
Ireducnd to the piano. But 
then music became her 
coasuming interest and her 
mainstay during many 
parsomd tragedies. • 
And because of the source 
of Joy and companionship 
found in music, Janet 
Greek Day 
more fun 
v~couvs~ <ce, - 
Canada Week got under way 
Sunday 10ut it was 
Greek ~ay that stole the 
show. 
While thousands ate, 
drank and made merry at 
the. annual Greek 
celebration, only a few 
hmdred spectators turned 
out und~ cloudy skies at 
Stanley Park for the official 
Canada Week kickoff. 
• decided to share her love 
with others and became 
Terrace's most selflessly 
dedicated peano teacher... 
With a brilliant mind and a 
very '~roat artistic ability 
Janet was also gifted with 
the capacity to communicate 
with children. 
Parents paying Janet for 
piano lessons for their boys 
and girls had counUese 
numbers of bonuses thrown 
in ~ra~ in the form of 
~uidance, couuscillna and 
pricelees parables. 
Children including my,own 
two daughters were lovingly 
taught by Janet the value of 
keeping on Ix~.  The old 
adage of if at first you don't 
succeed wan proved ally in 
Janet's humble frame home 
in downtown Terrace as 
inexperienced little flnl~.rs 
wefe cajoled into ~ivina life 
to a serins uf black marks on 
white paper written by long 
dead masters. 
Janet's ~reatest Joy was 
the smile of success on up- 
turned little faces when a 
difficult musical passage 
was mastered. 
Janet in her manyyusrs of
tutoring Terrace's children 
on the piano never wanted 
laurels for hernelf and her 
own capabilities as a 
teacher. Asideffom earo~ 
a humble living, her whole 
desire was to create a 
lifelong love for music ap- 
preciation that she knew in 
later years would sustain 
and comfort her pupils 
during times of stress as she 
herself had been comforted. 
One of the most self of- 
facing people in the world, 
Janet Felber would be the 
first person to disclaim any 
honeurs but If all her hours of 
patience and unpaid tuition 
of our chUdrea were counted 
in dollars and cents, she 
would be a financial giant. 
We parents, friends, and 
pupils who lover don't want 
her to go because she will be 
sorely missed but I'm sure I 
speak for all of us when I say 
we will keep a place in our 
hearts for Janet Felber. 
here in Terrace in case of her 
return. 
w Bus!ness 
Not listed m our 




WATER LILY BAY RESORT.- 798.2267 
TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE - 635-3300 
BOYDS BODY SHOP - 635-9410 
GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635-3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your  Business Phone 
l isted fo ryour  customers  p lease ca l l  636'6367 
\ 
.., .................... ~. . , ,  ~. . . . . .  
WINNING 
Here are the numbers drawn in the June 25th draw 
of the Provincial Lottery, Check the numbers below-  
~/ou may be a winner. To claim your prize, follow the 
instructions on the reverse of your ticket. 
!l you're not a winner In this draw, 
KEEP YOUR TICKET 
Keep your June/July draw ticket, 
it's also eligible for the July 30th draw. 
$t MILLION 
WINNING NUMBERS 
14 I Ixl 
$1o0,000 | 
• WINNING NUMBERS 
If the last six, five, four Or three digits on your ticket are. 
identicalto and in the same order as those winning 
numbers above, your ticket Is eligible to win the cor- 
responding prize, 
I last 6 digits win . $10,000 
last $ digits win $1,000 
last 4 di~llts win ' $250 
last.3 digits win $50 
NOIEI Fifty dollar winners (S50.} may claim their winnings Dy presenting their 
ticket to any branch of Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce only in British 
Columbia., Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba and the Yukon. 
In the event of discrepancy between this list and lhe official wlnn,ng numbers 
list, the latter shall prevail. ' 
• TICKETS FOR: 
ON SALE NOW! 
Western Canada Loffen/Foundafic.. 
- I 
/ 
Jun /July and July/August 
tic el$.gi   a..chance.,at... 
JULY DRAW .. 
~,~ - ~ ..~. - ;.;. 
~i~ . .L.-- "- -"" '~'" ,.,~,-,o ~Y.~@ ". 
Tickets dated Jun~ 25, 1978/July 30, 1978 
and tickets dated July 30, 1978/August 27, .1978 
are now ~ligibl~ for our r~gular priz~ fund of- 
6 CHANCES AT $I MILLION 
4 CHANCES AT $100,000.00 
Plus thousands of other cashprizes 
,Ranging from $50 to $.10,000,00. 
J9 EXTRA BONUS NUMBERS 
To be drawn on the July 30th draw giving you 
additional chances to win! 
I CHANCE AT $I 00,000.00 
CHANCES AT 20,000.00* 
CHANCES AT 10,000.00' 
Plus thousands and thousands of $100 bonus prizes for correctly ms. tchlng 
the last four digits on these 19 extra bonus numbers 
__=. '~; " = ~ ~ ~  
, J I  Ir . " .IPX, 'JPh,,I / vrovnncnau 
Thebiggest Provincial yet! and still only $5! 
. "A un ique drclwin~ ,,, 's ' , ,  |of lhes¢ t'~'mu51~umb~'f$ cr~'ol~5 o small pos$1bilih/that two S 1,5,0(~ D* : ~.,:, ,u ld  Io£ awarded folh~f than on~ of S20,000 on@ one of $10.000 
1 
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E DITORIAL Jobs for the jobless 
For those who have just graduated from High 
School, or University and will be entering the job 
market competition will be stiff, indeed. 
One area where there is almost no competition 
is in the starting up of new businesses to serve 
needs that are not being met. Here are a few of 
the ty~s  of services "and businesses going 
begging for want of some ambitious person or 
persons; businesses that can succeed if only the 
right amount of~intelligonce and determination is 
applied: 
Travelling barber'and beautician. Outfit a van 
with a barber chair and-or hairdresser's chair 
and advertise in the surrounding villages that it 
will be visiting certain communities on certain 
days at specific times. Also for shut-ins that 
need hair dressing and barbering in their pr|vate 
homes. Hair colouring - for men and women as 
well as hair styling in the privacy of one's home 
is also said to be a most profitable business or 
sideline. For persons without he training and 
experience, various methods of financing it and 
purchasing the necessary equipment is possible. 
Team Cleaning; I have meyer met a business 
woman-or  bachelor" who enjoyed housework. 
A team of from two to six persons could set up a 
small business for denning apartments - say 
My two oents' worth 
Why does a woman who is 
beaten stay with her 
b~hand? That is a question 
asked frequently - I know 
became I ask that question 
too. No manix goisg to lay a 
hand on me and get away 
with it I have heard myself 
say. I will walk OUL How 
many ef the women who are 
now he~ beaten have said 
tbemme thing. You love the 
tally tllif he batters. Women 
enjoyahase. Wife battering 
is a lower class phenomena. 
Being battered is a form d 
smmal perversion. But- 
toting is a sign of affection. 
A few facts about alcohol 
related aggression, which is 
almost exclusively a male 
enndition. Of the men who 
'drink and beat, some feel 
that drinking ives them an 
women feel their husbands 
still 'need' them, To leave is 
an acknowledgement of 
failure. This brings afeeling 
of shame. A lot of women 
m unaware of the alter- 
natives to being beaten. 
They really believe there is 
no way out. Some women 
are afraid their husbands 
will find them and beat hem 
and thdir chlldrm. Avery 
Self-help ~ronps for men and 
women are a priority. At 
present there is a group for 
the men in Vancouver that is 
working successfully. For 
the woman to get the 
protection she needs the 
courts must handle wife 
battering as a crime and 
have the handling of the 
problem a strong program in 
ponce trainl~. 
once a week or every two weeks, to order. 
Working as a team, an entire apartment could be 
pat in A-1 spic and span order in one hour. 
Working as a team there is no boredom; jobs can 
be done more easily; heavy lifting shared, and a 
more through job performed. Customers can be 
obtained through newspaper and radio ad- 
vertising at little or no start-up cost; 
This is NOT the same as institutional c eaning, 
but for the individual single parent who has to 
work; the shut-in who cannot get around; the 
bachelor male who looks upon housework as a 
feminine chore. This has been tried in several 
towns where it has sometimes proved very 
successful - but it all depends on the initiative of 
the team, clever advertising - and building up a 
good reputation. 
Have Car Will Travel. This is NOT a taxi 
service or bus service. The idea is to get the 
word around by good advertising, to institutions, 
old age pensiouers without cars, shut-ins and 
handicapped that you are available as an escort 
service at so much per hour - wherever possible 
by  appoinbment only. 
This will require special licencing and in- 
surance and compliance with various laws. 
Sometimes arrangements can he worked out 
with a charter bus line or limosine. 
The persons operating the service get a double man. Chances are you have 
a couple of children. The 
first time he etr/kes he has 
barn drinking. You tell 
yourself, he has been 
drinking ha won't do it again 
- but statistics prove you 
wrong. He will do it again 
and again. 
Mary Jones (net a real 
name) Mew up in a family 
where father made all the 
ds¢isimm. He handled all the 
money and made nil the 
dsckio~ a~nt the house 
nod the fuinre of the inmily. 
Mary's mother was an 
aqni~ent bystander in the 
marriage. Mary's mother 
eoustontly told her that 
being married meant she 
was to be kept and provided 
by her husband. When 
Mary got married, her 
husband wus also very 
dominant and posnessive. 
He resented her going 
anywhere. He made sure 
she never had any money so 
she had to stay home. The 
first time he beat her up was 
excuse. People are more 
sympathetic whm they knew 
a man has beaten someone 
while under the influence. 
Some men have no memory 
ef the beating. Some men 
know they beat when they 
'have been drinking but seem 
to be IPow~lens to prevent 
themselves fr~n doing it. 
For those who want help to 
stop dr~dng and bent~g, 
very real help is available 
from the Drug and Alcohol 
Counselling Service. 
The  rces~ a woman 
stays on and becomes a
pusching bag are verled and 
complex. Fear of the un- 
known, of being alone; 
where to go and who will 
help? Most profemdousk 
will encourage the woman to 
return to tha family. Same 
real fear especially ff the 
wmmm doesn't have the 
r~ureea to move out of 
town. 
what happens wlm~ a
woman go~ to ceurt o ~et a 
~he~andseparatton fromher 
? In family enurt 
thea~ isa three wank wnlt If 
she lays a battery c~,  
the difficulty is to stay away 
fro~ her husband far three 
weeks without a further 
bestir. The eouris are Just 
net geared to handle tin 
serlamm~ ofthe situation. 
For a woman to move out of 
the inmlly berne is for her to 
lose out. 
Solutions? Immediate 
uolutious would involve 
h eying an emengm,..y shelter 
in every community. A 
place for the battered to go. 
becoming mere visible? 
More public edncati~ -
especially th r~ the school 
iystem, conferences and 
workshops. Doctors have to 
be educated an hew to handle 
the problem as well an 
police. Special attention is
gain~ to have to be paid to 
children of violent homes o 
they in turn donet become 
abusive parents. 
We are going to have to 
realize that the Mary Jones 
and Jack Trips are very real 
as is their problem and there 
is no way the problem is 
going to he swept 'under the 
enri)etl. 
AP writer dosoribes visit to 
U.S.S.R.'s Arotio Bell 
when she was l~egennt. He The Associated Press 
resented her pregnancy. IUZItNO-SAKHALINSK, 
Mary was convinced after U S S R (AP) -- Georgi 
beating, that he whole ~,~,~nv smile~ and to!~i 
night she ended up in ~.~.o a~- roo~oa '?~ 
hs~pltai and she knew el~ ~ta~,~t ,~ , , ,~ i~ ~,, ,ho 
had . . . . . . . . . . .  to leave. Unfortunately Russian island of Sakhalin. 
she cHdn't have aey money, n'u an island rarely seen by 
Where could she go without foreisneru since the 
money. When her hmband Russians took control after 
fotmd out ohe was thinking of the defeat of Japan in the 
leaving, he treatened the Second World War. 
chlld~n. He said he would After a bumpy ride to our 
find her wherever she went 
and he would hurt the 
children. She was trapped. 
Jack Trip (not a real 
name) had a wife, who was 
ceustantly compl~king. She 
felt Jack was being taken 
advantage ofand was being 
paued over for a promotion 
because of his lack of 
ng~rnesivenens. Shewanted 
ab~or  henna nd a nice car 
like the nolghbonre. She 
hadn't had a new dress in a 
while and her sister was 
getting mottled in Ontario 
end she wanted to go. Jack, 
feeling very inadequate, 
started to stop off for a drink 
before going home. One 
night when his wife was 
particularly bitchy he struck 
her. Not normally a violent 
man, his frustration coupled 
with the Hquor, was a 
powerful duo. 
A few interesting facts 
about wife battering. 
Although no-one has com- 
Canadian figures, in 
the United States one cut of 
six marriages has a violent 
episode. One quarter of al l  
marriages has violence of 
some form. Four percent 
use a knife or gun in the 
argumenL Of the four 
percmt HALF end up with 
hoshand.ur wife killing each 
other. Four to five thousand 
women are beaten to the 
paint of serious injury each 
year. 
A few myths about wife 
battering. A man is men. 
parkimg spot--the runway 
was made of large blocks of 
concrete instead of 
povemmt--ths plane was 
surromded by guards. But 
there were no signs of guns, 
We had stopped en route 
from Anchorage torefuel at 
Kushiro, on the Japanese 
island of Hokkaido. We also 
picked up Swichtohov and 
fellow.pllnt Konrko Kan- 
stentin for the 86-minnte last 
leg of our flight. 
Swichtchov, the younger of 
the two men, told us he had 
guided the U.S. presidentisl 
aircraft, Air Force One, to 
landings when former 
presidents Gerald Ford and 
Richard Nixon Visited 
Moscow.. 
Our hosts took us--tha 
crew of the third and last 
Alask~ International Air 
flight carrying computer 
gear to: ask hal in'to the 
~lrport erminal for lunch. 
We were then taken to the 
heart of this city of ~0,000, 
travelling along a wide 
boulevard that ended at the 
new soccer stadium, an 
arena with a seating 
capacity of 10,000. 
'CALL ME JANE' 
Our inteq~reter, who said, 
"Call me Jane," told us 
there are 22 Japanese 
families on the bland and 
"all of them have become 
Soviet eitixeus." The 
seaters half of the island, 
called Karafuto by the Japa- 
nese, was occupied by Japan 
until the end of the war. 
The island's northern tip is 
at the cod of the Amur River, 
which serves as the Siso- 
Soviet border along much of 
its length. The island, 40 
kilometres north acro~ La 
Perouse Strait from the 
Japanese island of Hok- 
kaido, also is in a strategic 
location for monitor~ radio 
communications in Japan. 
Antennas could be seen in 
As for long term solutions, reward, once it is operating smoothly - the 
- more research into the 
complexity ofthe prohiem is knowledge they are making shut-ins and hart, 
needed. How widespread? dicapped persons happy, as well as earning a 
Is it increasing or justJ living. 
There are all types of "personal services" 
where a little ingenuity could pay off. The 
thls city, and a pair of radar 
domes crowned a nearby 
mountain. 
From 1881 until 1906~ the 
falnad, known as "the lahd of 
the damned," was a Russian 
penal eolmy for murderers, 
rcb~rs and political exiles. 
In 1890, Anton Chekhov 
visited Sakhalin. He claimed 
to have epcken to every 
residmt in preparaton for 
his only nonfiction work, The 
Island: A Journey to 
Sakhalin. He told a friend in 
1895: "I have sere Ceylun,. 
which is paradise, and 
Sakhalln, which is boll.'! 
in 1905, Japan defeated 
Russia in the Russo- 
Japanese war and occupied 
the southern half of the 
island. 
The Soviet Union regained 
the southern half of Saklmlin 
in 1945 as part of the 
agreements of the Yalta 
conference. That pact also 
granted the Soviet Union the 
Kurlle Islands and an occu- 
patton zone in Korea in ex- 
change for agreeing to 
declare war on Japan within 
three months of Germany's 
surrender in the Second 
World War. 
Nobody questions this world's 
strongest man 
en~ 25 .chickens before a 
crowd of awed Japanese. 
He lives in Montreal but 
spends much time travelling 
~d performinS ..t~'~Shunt 
the world. P~ of his 
travels is contained in a 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The 
GreatAntouio is so huge that 
when he says he is the 
world's strongest man, one 
doesn't question the in- 
formation for fear of being 
sent to the next room-- 
through the walls. • stack of news clippings in 
AntonioBarichlevlch is ~, various languages. 
The newspalzer 
photograph s ows the Great 
Antonio in a boxing ring. 
Flying through the air about 
him are three Japanese 
wrmtlers who attempted to
grapple with the giant. 
one show there nearly four 
million people had to be 
turned away at the gate. 
"No strong men there. 
They crazy for me. They 
can't find a man like me 
anywherein world. They pay 
$16 a ticket o see me." 
In the near future, lie said, 
he will begin work cua  
movie in India and will play 
the role of the abominable 
snowman. His eyes, light up 
as he speaks of the movie, 
which e is convinccd will be 
a box-office hIL 
stands ix feet four inches 
and weighs 510 pounds. He 
earns a living by pulling 
three loaded buses, lifting 
two horses, fighting four to 
six wrestlers ata time or, as 
happened recmUy in Tokyo, 
"fhey w~e small boys," 
he anld. "They welgh ... oh ... 
225 pounds." 
Born. in Yugoslavia, the 
came to Cunada in 1946 and 
has been performing feats of 
strnegth ever since. He is 
brimming with projects, nne 
of which is to fight 
Muhammed All, hut he 
hasn't been able to set up a 
match. 
KEEP MOVING, ALl 
"If I fight I catch many 
punches, he said in a thick 
Slavic accent. "All fast but 
net strwg.~ If I catch him, I
k in ,  l, 
He doesn't like to talk 
about hew much mmey he 
has earned, saying only he is 
"very rich." A recent 
acquisition, he mid, wM a 
$14,000,oustommnde 
Japanese ttutedo. 
In tha isst few yanrs he has 
spent much time performing 
in Jumn. He aid that during 
" I  will be anmero one 
actor in color picture. All 
theatres around world fill up 
when this movie comes out. 
Everybody knows me. Elvis 
Preeley or Beetles never 
draw big crowds like me." 
. . . . . .  
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person with a good camera willing to go dour-to- 
door to take colour photos of children then return 
later with proofs to take orders for them. The 
door-to-doer window-washer, with a ladder on 
his truck, willing to "do" all the windows at a fiat 
rate. (Everyone hates window washing. Few 
will say "No" - ff the price is right and the job is 
good.) 
Dress-making and suit-making will always be 
in demand for the man or woman with a flair for 
fashion and handy at cutting a pattern. Making 
children's clothes is another field for the person 
with a good eye, steady hand, and ability as a 
semptress. 
Did you evei" try to get a perfectly good, ex- 
pensive mirror re-silvered? I did - and was told 
it would cost more than a new mirror would be 
worth. There used to be people who would re- 
silver mirrors and do a splendid job - and at a 
competitive price. The technique isnot supposed 
to be that difficult to master - and the field is 
great. No one in the entire Northwest does re- 
silvering, as far as I know. 
The government has published a book listing 
all the various types and classifications of jobs 
there is in the country. Quite possibly Em- 
L)loyment Services could locate such a list, if 
asked, or the public librarian would. To get such a 
list, and then check it out against he services 
thatare available in Terrace and Kitimat would 
help in compiling a catalogue of needed services 
that are unavailable. One could then nar row 
down the list to what would appear most prac- 
tical and rewarding and for which one would he 
best fitted. It might be a local fish and chip shop, 
a comic book exchange, a second-hand book 
stere - or even a luggage repair service! But  
whatever it was - if it helped provide em- 
ployment for at least one person for whom there 
was not a job for, before-  it would he well wor th .  
while. 
" t  , 
% ' '~ 
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!"They didn't publish his unlisted number!" 
Ottawa Offbeat 
by Iliohard Jackson 
Ottawa,- It had to happen. 
AS long as Conservative Leader Joe Clark 
allowed himself to be perceived by some sup- 
porters as assoc iated-or  at least sympathetic - 
with the "Red ToW" wing of the party, he was 
asking for trouble. 
Or ff not exactly trouble, then complications. 
The spiritual leader of the "Red TorSos" is 
Flora MacDonald, two-term ,Conservative lVlP 
for the Eastern Ontario riding of Kingston and 
the Islands. 
She and David Macdonald, MP for Prince 
Edward Island's Egmont riding, and a handful of 
other "Red Tries", appeared to dominate the 
Conservative Parl iamentary Caucus through the 
leadership years of Robert Stanfleld. 
Stanficld mpported theTrudeau government 
on billngualism; abolition of capital punishment, 
and initiated the guaranteed annual income and 
"Deux Nations" as. party policy. 
• These four positions gave small "c"  con- 
servatives little, really, to chocs between 
Trudeau and Stanfield. 
The "Deux Nations" disaster is gone but not 
forgotten, since the politically inventive 
Liberals are working with some success to 
identify the Conservatives with the Parti  
quebecois on the Ottawa-Quebec sales tax issue. 
While Joe Clark has never identified himself as 
a "Red Tory," neither has he steed noticeably 
apart from his party:s activist and  very vocal left wins. 
So it comes as no shock that a life-long Con- 
servative, Lex 1Vdller, proprietor of an Ed- 
monton chartered accountancy firm, 55, native 
of Alberta with roots going back two generations, 
happily married man with three grown children, 
good-looking, gregarious, and an altogether 
attractive candidate, has come out with the 
announcement that he's opposing Joe Clark in 
his riding of Yellowheed. 
He's running as an "independent" - actually 
an independent conservative - claiming right- 
wing support from his own party, disenchanted 
Liberals, and  leaderless Social Credit. 
Joe i)lark's first 
serious ohallenger 
" I  have been a Conservative twice as long as 
Joe'Clark," he says. "And I am running because 
I feel we don't have a leader - or even a par ty -  
that stands for the sort of consei'vative principles 
to which I have always been committed;" 
Such as? 
"Unqualified support for free enterprise, less  
government involvement at all levels of ad- 
ministration, and a reduction of taxation." 
" I  am convinced," he observes, "that Joe 
Clark and about 20 of the MPs around him are 
left not only of a lot of Liberals but even of some 
New Democrats." 
Lex Miller's credentials are impressive. 
He is a successful businessman - " Joe Clark 
has never had a real job outside of politics," he 
notes" flew more than four years of World War 
Two with the RCAF, is an active clubman and a 
keen sportsman. 
He cheerfully agrees'that he's a "genuine right 
wing conservative - and there are a great many 
of us around, especially in Alberta - dinap- 
pointed and disillusioned with Joe Clark." 
There is what he describes as "a great deal'of 
unease inthe Western business community-  and 
I suspect in the East, too - about the con~- 
mitment of the party's leadership and ruling 
clique to basic conservatism." 
What makes Lex Miller more than your or- 
dinary long-shot independent-  and more like 
Lea Jones, the successful independent of Monc- 
ton - is his'dedication towhat he calls "majority 
riahts." 
r SO it follows that he is a director and a driving 
force of the "One Canada Association," which 
makes him a spiritual ally of James Richardson, 
the former Liberal Defence Minister who :quit 
the Trudeau Cabinet in a rage to head up the 
"Canadians for'One Canada Organization" ~th  
offices in Winnipeg, Edmonton, Toronto and 
Ottawa. " 
It all shapes up as a right-wing unilingnal 
English revolt among both the Liberals and the 
Conservatives. 
Connors  turns  modest  but  
still best tennis hope 
LONDON (Route)  - -  In a 
rare moment of modesty, 
J immy Connoro decided 
there are 12/players capable 
of beating him in the men's 
sioglos when theWimbledan 
tennis champ/oaships begin 
today. 
"Anyone in the draw con 
win, because anyone who 
plays at Wimbledon is very, 
But the way in which be 
appears to have rerovered 
from a five-week layoff 
.which was due to a blood 
virus, suggests he must now 
be ce.fldant of rogaining the 
title be won in 1974. 
The American tennis star 
has looked aggressive and 
slmp in winnin~ hla last two 
tournaments, on ~-aes at 
_n,~mham and Bit- 
~ ,  and should be 
tmtmubled al~kst New Zan- 
lander Russell Simpson in 
the tint round today. 
BJern Borg, the dof~dls8 
champion and top seed 
ahead of Coanors, has also, 
had a disrupted playing 
schedule in recent months, 
having nursed strained 
stomach muscles, a peg•ned 
toe and a poisoned thumb. 
MORE TO LOSE 
The 22-year-old Swede, 
who has been practising on 
~ram, has more to lose than 
Co~ors, foe de~eat here 
would cost Burg the chance 
el being the first man since 
Briton Pred Perry in 1936 to 
win three successive 
Wimblsdco singles titles. 
"It's the most lml~'tsnt 
tiile in my life," he has snid. 
Vilm Gerulaitis, a ~3-ycer- 
old New Yorker, endeared 
himself to the Wtmbledon 
fans .last year with a 
memorable five.set semi- 
final against Borg. He has 
been gearing himself to 
Improve in this year's meet 
here. 
Anether  player deter- 
mined to win a Wimbledan 
singlco title foe the first time 
is ~ Navratilova, the 
Amorieanbasnd 
Czechoslovak player. She 
completed her build-up in 
perfect style with a 6.4, 4-e, 9- 
7 victory over her chief rival, 
Chris Ever?, in the East- 
bourne tournament Satur. 
day. 
Included in the main draw 
are three Canadinas--Gre~ 
ltaider of Toronto, NLur~fle 
Binckwood of Ottawa and 
Wmdy Borlow of Victoria. 
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24 second 200  
g ives Canada gold 
MEXICO CITY (CP) -- Chrusch home in the SO to 
Cathy Chrusch of Calgary take the silver medal with a 
wan the women's ~00-metre time of 24.17 see•ntis. 
race Sunday in an in- Danes Williams of Tersnto 
ternational Junior track and placed second in the man's 
field meet Sunday. ~00 metres with a time of 
Chr~ 18, covered the 21.34 and Joined Don 
200 metres in 24 seconds to Heughan of Toronto, Peter 
8ive Canada its fifth gold Harper of Miasiuauga, Ont., 
medal of the meet. and Lloyd Guss of Van- 
The United States won the couver to win another Miver 
three-day meet, collecting 23 medal in the 4X480-metre r . 
of the 103 medals--nine gold, lay with a Canadian record 
eight silver and six bronze, time of 3:13.3. 
Canada and Cuba tied fw Jack Harknese of Toronto, 
seeand place with 18 medals, whowon the men's discus on 
while Mexico came in fourth Saturday with a throw of 
with t6. Canada won five 48.60 metres, placed third in 
gold, et~ht silver and five the hammer throw with a 
bronze medals. Cuba won six mark of 51.80. 
gold, five silver and sevm Maurean Meek of Toronto 
bronze while Mexico finished was third in the woman's 800 
with sixgold, fivesilver and metres with a 2:14.8 
five 10renze. clocking; Dave Steen of 
The Soviet Union, Brafll, Vancouver placed fourth in 
!.~wlmmm's were Kdlh and Lorraine Trssk, russets-up mixed doubles, Lorratoe Trask,~ Costa Rico, Spain, the pole vault with a per- 
" World we.,'..,+,, ,,m ' "  Argentina takes ore .  man,sdngle, Brtan Kerkaidy, man's ingle, and Art Hlmhak, winnw ' c o ~  in the meet. Ozzie Sergeant of Toronto 
o4 the hooby prize. Trophies were donated by R. E. WilMnsan Business Machines, Chantel Desrosiers of - was fomthin the triple jump m ~  TM 
W c . . .  M~o~w,~s .d  T~ce  M,.t~, to"  ~ ,  Qua, ~oUowed at .SO metres. 
but Holland suffers hie Dutch anger flows ='='E''''E''='='''''''m'"'''. 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) - World Cup would nat be three goals Sunday and • 4 • 
Argentines noreeda nallenal marred by either viol•nee or finished with a total of six. " ,w~,r~ ~ ,rv : • 918  _M 
- . ,  +. ,  I ta l ian r,,-, ree-n s . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  ~-  . . . .  Robert Rensenbrink, 
semeamm MOanay mE" a ~mce a mmuu~ coup m second in the scorers' 
ntSht of wild celebratieas for March, 1.6, government ,~ . . , . .A~mnv, . . ,~  i,,o THE HAGE (Reuta')- Newspapers commmtod Minister Andrnas venAgt : PRINOE GEORGE : 
their team's World Cup ' security forces have all but Duteh'-'-"~ea"~n"-m~,~s-'-fle'~ Broken windows a t .  the sourly on the advantage an- and will be received st • • 
soccer victory, ern~ieatsdwhat was mesa• home Me ~.~ow._.a af'~er• lus'---o Italian Embassy reflected Joyed by Argentina s home Saostdl~ Palace by Queen : r :}N IB IT ION 
Thanasnds poured into the force of 20,000 loft-win| the Cup final for the seeend cmmtry-wide Dutch anger side, and said ~ only way Julian.. 
streets of Buenos Aires gaer r~. ,  s,,,,,~ t time. ,m,-- were Momlay over the lees of the Holland would be sure of But the red ca~ : AUGUST ' | 
mant'a " "~ ---a wavil~ blue and white flags, But the govern . . hoatm by West Germany in World Cup finalto Argantina winning the cup would be m welcome is unlikely to take 1 LI 
12owiogh~.ns..and d~...t~ eU.oHa.b ~..lnterna.um..l M~hin l~ l  - - -~ andtberef~eeinSofltalian hold it in Amsterdsm, away the mt~ taste of = 10, 11, 12, and 13, 1978 
into the emy sours a me pr~asmamuLnumannsms ' .. Ser~oGoneils. All newspapers, con: Sunday sfiusl | 
moenl~ to salute Argan- vtolatlsm. More than ~,000 Ma~ of the play.ors esm Holland want ahead with do•ned the retereemg ot - • 'mE i r: INIBITION PIUlK | 
tina's ~-t overtime vtetm~ permas are reported to have the Ar/~m~ue tam me an preparations for a welcome Gonells but therewas also The Dutch players aed 
OVer Holland on Sunday. disappeared since the coup. |mt|ml~fln~ e eet ~1 tJMeln, to the defeated., ~ om criticism of the Dutch for Happel were unable to at- IJ PRINOE GEORGE, B.0 ,  : 
schools,G°vernmentuniversities°fficeS'anc Durin~ th  Cup, there was "Arl~anthmlsagand tanm, retumtnday, wnaetae press their rough pray. rand a FIFA--internatianal •• For More Informatmn" •• 
naly a scattering of bern- hot if they were not playiog Commented bitterly on CREDIT AN ASSISTANT football federatim--hanquet 
industrial plants reported bingsattbebemosoro~flces at hnme; they would not bo Holland'ssccondWerldCup Most Dutch football to receive their medals as • • • • 
• and Prize Lmt Events • hi~ rates of absmteelsm - of gavernmant officials and champleas," said euptain final defeat in four years, writers 8ave the credit for the Argentine militarb l  
about ~0 percent above the two instances when Red KroL The anger anddespair n Holland's runner-Up ImdUan authorities were unable to 
normal Monday morning terrorists briefly took ever Striker Johnny Rep. sc- the Dutch dressing room at notto trainer Ernst Happel " guarantee them safety for ; BOX 9~ : 
rates, resionai television ?ran outed Italinn referee Sortie the River PlateS?[]alture was but to hfs Dutch assistant, the short bus ride thr0ngh m 
There were nor reports of sElf?ere. Ganella o f  being "VERY matched at home. Windows Jan Zwarlkruls, the man celebrating crowds.' • . • 
major injuries or deaths Sunday's live television BAD, ESPECIALLY were smashed at the who is virtually certain to ' | I~rinee George, BJk : 
during the scones of bresdeast of the game was AGAINST Holland," and Argentine consulate in take over management of The Dutch government, 
• Jjllstlan whtehswept tbe esflmated to be watehed by added: "Maybe bewas Amsterdam while in a the nationa] s ide .  wldchbeshoeneriticelof • r ~  . ~  : 
~ i ~  about 600 million persons afraid of the public." seaside betel the players' The Dub~h team will be Argentina's human rights : ' WU"  
nt Jorge Videla, and was beamed to China __ ..... wivee wept as they watched welcomed at Amsterdam's reeer~ did net sand any ~Ul|aBlllll|llllilllaaaalaaM•~~ • 
who ix••ted  the Sold• and South Afrtea for the flret tbe game on television. Sehiphol Airport by Prime ministers tothnfinaL 
World Cup to the team at time. About ane billion " - 
River Plato Stadium, broke persons are estimated to 
ldsr i~idworksc l ieduleear ly  have seen or heard World 
" - " ' "  ANY GOOD 
Wearing his general's mother dorin8 the manth- 
uniform, Videla talked with long competitie~ 
scmemembers ofacrewd of 'qhey were treated to the 
about 3,000 youths who Were met  dram•tie match.of the 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . .¢. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.chant ing '/.Argenti~.a ~, 38 held as the two finalists' 
; eam~b~' ,~t le~ ~ ~ , ~ o  3o minutes of antra ~ ~,., :,::~ ,,, ,~,i,'~., 
" -~ ' :  ~"~ ...... ~'" • Ill .......... :"~ . . . . . . . .  ; mm..~-  aW . . . . .  . • . i. ::'~.;:':~ 
" i t  'WaS ' :~hb : ' ] f f~ '~: t l~e  ~ '" W~Id 'C~p h~tory .  
A,geutina had won the World The player, who came 
closest to stardom was 
CUThe government made MarloAlberto Kempes, who 
good on its promise that the scored two of Arganllna's 
Borg  takes  f i rst   o,0 A basic guide to the Who, What, Where, When 
seededflsht backBj°rnfromB°rga 2-thaddeficitt° AmtraiinnJchnl~'ks@2,Dick Stockton, losing 9-t° and Why of Shopping Canadian 
today to beat anh~alded 8, 7-5. 
American Vie A .m~ya in.the ' "If I can survive the first 
r~t r~md of ~W~ied. . ,o  rods ~ m be mo~ Why should you Shop Canadian? When should you Shop Canadian? 
tennis champiomhil~.. ~ ' confident," Borg said before 
.While Bore was nesting his match, which be almnat • Every time you buy something made in Whenever you're satisfied that the product 
ti~ tewetin8 Amays 8.6, @1, didn't survive. Canada, you help keep a Canadian working, or service you nefd is : 1"6, 6"3,6"3 an centre Court, 
No.2.eeedJimmyConnom of /dant eqm'ta feel that the You help keep Canadian money inside / (A) made or grow0 in Canada and 
the United States eliminated man's singles champion will Canada. You help to expand and strengthen / (B) of equal or better value and quality. 
Russ Simpson of New be Borg or C4mners and that Canada's economy. . / /  That's not just good advice. .. it's g °°d~ 
Zealand 7"6, 9-8, 6-1. ' the ~ttie for the woman's When you tliink .~bout it, you help yourself. / sense . . . .  ~ : 
But another seeded title.will be more wide open. ~ .: :e_~- .~.. ~ .: 
Suspended coach '" ~"=' ~ ' :~"  ++~+:~+~ 
uses  wa lk ie - ta lk ie  ........ ~. . ..... .~+"+~ +-" ...... ~ . . . . .  .: . ,~ .~;~+ ~ + .:. ~ ~ :? :~,~:~; .~. . ,~. : i~,   : / .~.... 
~:"  '~  ~, :  . "  • ' " " ,  ~. . ' i " :~ '~ . ~. ,~ :  .......... . ..... 
~. ."i : . :~  ~.~ : ...... 'By THE CANADIAN PitESS ltoehester ihl 2-1 vietoey. # .q i~.~ '~.•~~!  :: / / 
Dragan Popovir, coach ot ~ 
Rochest~rLancers, didn'tlet POLLIHAN 8CORE8 f ~!~:  
!+ l gOF.- + game suspension prevent on the t h e -  g a u l , _  " ~ ~ ~ ) ~ O O E  ~ ' him from directing hli scored Rochester's other • ~,.~i'-- . , char~esinaNorthAmerlasn goal at 9:04 in the flrst halL ' ' " ? !!":" 
So~er League game Sun- Rnduey Marsh replied for I , 
• Tampa Bay. • ' ~ .~" 
dnYPopovle simply found a The win moved the Lan-' 
loophole in the euspmlan cen (9-10) into third place in . 
and, aided by modem the Eastern divlsion of the ., 
technology, directed, his National Confer•co ahead ! ' 
team as usual. " of Toronto, ' ........ ~,~:, . . i i .~'~i " " % 
P opovie wasn't an the It was last Wednesday's. . . .~e , "~. i  ~i  ' , ~ ~  ...... \ sidelines, though. Instead he game against Toronto in I~  , ,.,, ~ ." .... ~!~. '~" :~!~~'~'~ Itmmlhed himself atop tbe Rochester where , .v ie  " ,5~,~, ,  ' ~ ~ ' ~  ... . . . .  '' 
press box, roof and, like a .ran afoul of league officials. IB:~:~~+i+: 
ta~eommander ,  beriberi In the game, which ~ .~"~:,';~° "" ~,.. 
~+'++" • "Where does it say Made in Canada?. + dlrsctiousvia a walkie-talkie Toronto won ~-I, Popovio  ; / .  ; I+ 
to Ms team, il~Wht tlmwinulog l~oM was "' Somet imes itdoesn't.  Sometimes a sign says 
, Pepevte is eae.fGr.one In offside and aogued so What is made in Canada? "Produce of RE.I/' Or "B.C. Apples" or 
d i re~ his team from the vehemently be was seat off • I I  • I I  I I  l#  ro~asthoIa~ersdaestod the' field by taeree Bill . Just about everything you need to help FabriqueauQuebec or Made in Manitoba 
, I I  l ?  I I  
Tampa Bay Rowdim 2-1,  Courtney, A videotape- you live the life you want. Who should Shop Canadian? or New Brunswick Sardines or Grown by 
In the only other NASL replay, of the goal, proved ' • ' game Sunday, Chleogo SUng ~ ' s  ruling had been - As the sayinggoes, we have no bana- Every day, most of us have the choice. Saskatchewan Farmers" or "A product of + 
defeated Colorado Caribetls correct, Popovic was later has, but we do have Apples, Bandages, Whether we're buying groceries for the Alberta" or "Fresh from Newfoundland" or 
41.=!. smpesded for Rochester's Cranes, Drills, Elevators, Furniture, home or supplies for business, farm or "Manufactured in Ontario" or "Nova Scotia 
Saturday, George best remaining eiSht home Glassware, Holiday resorts, Insulation, industry. Lobster." 
~red two gcols to lead Fort games. + Landerdnle Strikers to a 5~ Arm St~ingh~an scored Jewe Iler~ Kitchen appliances, Lumber, If each Of ~s added only $10 a week to The point is, if you take the trouble to find 
up~ over New York two soels to lead the Sting. Machinery, Newspapers, Office equip -~ Canadian made purchases, Ca'nada out, you can usually tell. 
C~=os. In o~er games Chicago scored first at at meet, Potatoes, Quilts, Rope, Steel,"fires, Would be over.10 billion dollars better And, if it's made anywhere in the ten 
Saturday Tormte Um~ 4:~0 when Karl-Helen Umbrellas, Vaccines, Wines, X-Ray ' off in just one ~ear. Provinces or the Territories, it is made in 
Croatia ~ Los Angeles Graniixa drilled in a shot an 
Azte~4.6,11111~Eogla~lTes a sists, from Jorgen equipment, Yarns, and Zippers. Who should~hop Canadi~ Canada. 
Men dowp~l Minnesota Krista=ce and Amo gtof-' Everything, in other  words ,  from A to Z. You shou ld~i  i' 
~)~/l~trolt Fdtpreas fenhngan. Chicago ecered a ' • . : " + +,~/:, ii + ' ' .  
dofeatee Houston Hurricane mcond goal at re:t4 by Stof- 
34, Dallas Tornado shutout leman.  - ~ "+'~ ' + i,,P ~ . This ad was made in Canada. Making this ad employed 
Memphis Rogttes 3-0, The Caribous cut the (for a period of time) a writer, an art director, an 
Washington Dlplomast .deficit to one Keel at 19:~ .+ 
ed~ Portland Timbers 2-I, 
• ac('(l, unt executi~,e, a media buyer, a media planner, 
whon Fred Perelrn stored. I • Government, G0uvemement ', a t+ pesetler, an engraver, aplalemaker, atraffic 
SanDlaSoSoekere b at ~ But Steffenlmgea scored his of Canada duCanads ' operator, several switchboard operators, various 
'ferntaSurlS.e, Tulsa ReuSh; wcond goal of the lame at rnailmen, shippers and secretaries, publication 
necks dumped Seattle .23:~8 to offecti~ put the Industry, Trsde 'ndustrie ', reps, pul)lication make-up people, not to mention. 
Somders 1.0 and Kame out of rucl~ and.Commerce etC0mmerce all their various suppliers. . 
Phtladelphia Fury '  beat John Smm foe Colorado ' ,~pCanGdrM~ Ew.,ryone of these people lives a'nd works in O~dand Stompem l-0. and Chieago'S Scott '+Jack Home,, Jack Homer 
Vlada+ 5~ifunovic scored Stramborg scornd the othor Minister ministre MIs~~~¢am~l[~mt~ Can,ul,~. 
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The National League West 
Divi ion race this year was 
supposed to be another 
scramble between Cin- 
cinnati Reds and Los 
Angeles Dodgers. 
Well, here it. is, the last 
week in June, barely two 
weeks hy of the baseball all- 
star break, and the Reds and 
Dodgers urn, indeed, 
scrambling--to avoid falling 




by Dave Hamilton 
The Terrace Reds won two 
games on the weekend to 
fmiub in third place at the 
Annual Hazelton Tour- 
nament in Haseltun - a 
reend robin affair. 
The Reds ntarted the 
tawney by defeating the 
Moricetown Cubs 8-7 In an 
extra ,,inning game. The 
Reds were behind from the 
start as they arrived fifteen 
minutes late which gave the 
Cups a peunlty leed of I point 
when the game began. 
After the regulatian sevm 
the sonre was tied at 
seven in a contest that 
featured errors by both 
nluhe. The score remained 
tied until the top of the 
twelfth when Reds Lance 
Lagouffe recelved a walk, 
took second on a pass ball, 
stole third then scored on an 
overthrew for the steal. 
Beth pitchers went the 
distance with J im Kellar 
plcl~g up the win and Garry 
McKiunon being tagged with 
the less. 
The Reds next game, 
scheduled for 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday, had to be played at 
8:30 a.m. Sanday due to the 
Reds twelve inning game 
and a similar contest bet- 
ween Hazelton and Houston. 
Sunday morning the Reds 
faced the Quesnel Hobos and 
Doesn't look like Reds-Dodgers 
annual showdown to happen 
defeeding champions, are Pirates heat New York Mets 
.third, 3½ games behind 4-0, St. Louis Cardinals heat 
Cincinnati and six behind the Montreal Expos 7-5 and San 
Giants. The Reds' 5.4 victory Diego Padres wept Houston 
Sunday had something to do Astres 6-I and 7-4. 
with it. Cincinnati is just 2½ EXPOS WIN 
back onlybecause theGiants On Saturday, San Fran- 
ceulda't sweep Atlanta. They eisen defeated Atlanta 2-1, 
won 9-3 in the first game but Los Angeles beat the Reds 4- 
lost 8-4 in the 11-irming 3, Montreal blanked the 
second game. Cards 2.0, the Phillies beat 
Elsewhere, Philadelphia Chicago 6-2, Pittsburgh 
Phillies took a two-game defeated New York 7-4 and 
lead over sagging Chicago in San Diego beat Houston 6-5. 
moment the the East with a 4-~- victory Cincinnati had inched 
the league's over the Cubs, Pittsburgh within one game of the 
- Giants before running into 
the Dodgers and losing two 
Reds  s lam th i rd  of three. "It wouldn't do US 
any good to beat San place closed Francis= two out of three 
' and then come here and get 
dropped a7-1 decision in a swept," Cincinnati's Pete 
game the Reds were never Rose said in Los Angeles. 
really i~ The Hobo pitcher "We needed to win this one 
threw a one hitter in gaining badly." 
the victory while Wayne- Cincinnati manager 
L'Estrange took the loss for Sparky Anderson said: "No 
the Reds. one seems to be paying much 
This left the Reds second attention to San Francisco, 
in their divislon and they bad but they are r ea ly th 
to play the first place team favorits, gthey are jusl 
tromDivislonB. Squaredoff buryig both of s ." se 
against the Hazeiton Braves IVN ,TH GDndgers 
the Reds came backto within cdubheuse,th respect for the 
one run before dropping an 8- 
7 decision. With the Reds 
bchind 6-5 in the seventh they 
hegan a ralley Scoring twice 
and loading the bases just 
before Br ian  Dubasov 
retired the side. Duhesav 
picked up the win and Jim 
Keflar the loss. 
Immediately following 
that game the Reds played 
the Moricetown Grizzlies for 
third place contest. 
Terraes's Jim Kellar lost his 
control in this game and 
Wayne L'Estronge came en 
in relief to pick up the win. 
Red's Phil Webb led the way 
with a home run and a 
double. Terrace picked up 
the win vin a elx ran sixth 
to record a 12.0 win. 
• Haselton won the tourney a
game later as they defeated 
the quesnei club by 3-2. 
The Reds next action is ou 
July 9th when they host the 
Smithers Glaciers. 
Dodgers. He walked, took 
second On a grounder and 
came in when Lee Law 
dropped Dave Concepolon'a 
fly ball to right, Then Con- 
cepcion swiped second and 
scored the winner on a single 
by Dan Driessen. 
Giants 9-4 Braves 3-8 
The Giants' magnificent 
pitching--mainly reliever 
Randy Moffitt--fell apart in 
the llth.inning of the second 
game. Dale Murphy singled 
and, aRer~a sacrifice and an 
intentional walk, Cite Gaston 
singled, loading the bases. 
Jerry Royster's two-run 
single to centre, Rowland 
Office's run-seoring single 
and Gary Matthews's two- 
run double sent Moffitt to the 
showers and the Giants down 
to defeat. 
John Montefusco pitched a
six-hitter to beat Atlanta in 
the first game and got homo- 
run hacking from Bill 
Madlock and /dike Sadek, 
plus Jim Dwycr's three RBIs 
on a mtr of singles. 
Caflinals I EXpos S 
In the top of the seventh in. 
ning, Garry Tempieton ofthe 
Cardinals turned Warrer, 
Giants was just as stroagm Cromart ie ' s  two-out 
With that kind of pitchingn grounder into an error which 
theyre for realn said enabled Montreal to tie the 
Dodgers catcher Don Sutton. game 5-5. In the bottom of 
Rme scored the first of the the inning, though, Tem- 
Reds' two ninth.iuning runs 
that turned back the 
breaking double, then stele 
third and centlnued home on 
catcher Ed Horrmann's wild 
throw. 
Phillies 4 Cubs 2 
Greg Lusinski's two-ran 
homer in the first inning off 
sere-armed Chicago pitching 
ace Rick Reuschel and Larry 
Chriatenson's seven-hi 
pitching ave Philadelphia a 
four-game sweep of their 
series with the Cubs. 
Pirates 4 Mete O 
Pitisburgh's John Milner, 
who had a grand-alam 
Saturday against his former 
New York team-mates, had 
another homer Sunday, a 
two-run shot in the seventh 
inning to support Bert 
Blyleven's five-hit pitching. 
Padres 6-~ Astros 14 
Dave Winfield and Oscar 
Gamble teamed to drive in 
seven runs in San Diego's 
doubleheader sweep. Win- 
field had a heses.lesded 
single and Gamble a two-ran 
double to highlight he five- 
run fonrth inning in the 
opener, more than enough 
for Bob Shirley, who pitched 
a four-hittor. 
Soldiers in ancient Rome ate 
pleton followed Steve Swi- garlic in the belief that it 
sher'a single with a tie- gave them courage in battle. 
Red Sox "do everything right" 
By TEE CANADIAN PRESS 
Boston Red BOx did every- 
thing right and won a 
baseball game Sunday, to no 
one's surprise. Seattle 
Mariners, on the other hand, 
did almost nothing right and 
still won. 
While the Red Sex con- 
tinned to make a runaway of 
the American League's East 
Division race with a 4-I win 
over Baltimore Orioles, 
Seattle overcame seven 
errom in recording a 10-8 
victory over Milwaukee 
Brewers for their sixth 
viotory in the last seven 
games. 
The Red Sex have wen 14 
of their last 16 games, 24 of 
their last 30, and sport a 
reeordnt heir home Fesway 
Park. 
Everyone isgiving the Red 
Sox credit for their 50-21 
start and their 8½-gume lead 
over the Yankees. Boston's 
win Sunday completed a 
sweep of the weekend set 
against Baltimore and 
marked the lXth triumph of 
the year for Mike Tortes. 
Toreez pitched a nine- 
hitter and Rick Burleson 
contributed a fifth-inning 
homor. 
Blue Jays 2-2 Indium 1-3 
RBI singles in the two-ran 
fifth that broke a tie and led 
New York past Detroit. 
Tigers reilever Jchn Hiller 
was honored before the 
game for his 10 years of 
serv ice - - inc lud ing  a 
comeback from a heart 
attack-and pitched the final 
innings for Detroit. 
Twiss 8-9 White S~x 5.8 
Roy Smailey hit a home 
run and two doubles in 
Minnesota's oponing-game 
triumph, then added agrand 
slam homer to help the 
Twins win the nightcap and 
complete the doubleheader 
sweep of Chicago. 
n . .  # I"I • . "That will put you in a nut Roy Howeil's RBI singl.e 
l l te [urn  l o t  b lan Is  house," said Brewers capped a two-run Torenm 
manager George Bamherger eighth inning and carried the 
Bv THE ASSOCIATED ledPortlan~drivin ~ i rn,,,, after Milwaukee wasted six Blue Jays to victory in the 
rn~-:" . . . . .  runs wire, ~mee::" lure.-"= =' "~-- .usunearnedev~ orUnSpportunit" "Thyeyto gaVewin, helped°pener "pltch'ThenClevelanRiCk Wisedto 
A~ .t~" phlmmeUl~..to.,.lash ...... ,.Tucse~a.,Billy.Smnp]e=h/L=~,,~,~.~,o,~,,wl . . . .  wo • ~,,tn~ in th~ ninht,~n t~ 
• ~]a~i l~  fpnm r l~af  ;n  tha  I . , , . .  I k~ . . . . .  d d . . . .  ; .  CN, , .  U~,  W ' ~ .  . . . . . . .  , ;  . . . . . . . .  . ,  " - -  - - - -  . . - -=~- - - - r  - -  v-,-' . ~...,~.~,~.,~.,4~- .~,.~.~. "~" .. . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e distinction 'of ~.,=~a,.,~ D~,i sb- "~- '~ ~ ,~,.~,.~....=~,..~~.wome.ti~m&ey.were.,-,achieve th 
~.~'~"  - ."  . ~ ....... ~ ~ J ~ ' ~ , . b a d . ~  and let me put it this bavi~ beaten every team m ~acinc uoasc ,.easue, wstli .: ~e  Dasen loaclecl. - , 
Phoenix Giants have Hawaii pitchersgave up 12 way--it was a team effort." the major leagues at least 
bounced back to win eight of walks, while theTores issued Shortstop Craig Reynolds once in his career. 
made three of the six their last 11 games. 
After splitting a Sunday 
doubleheader with Spokane, 
winning the first game 7-3 
and dropping the nightcap to 
the Indians 5-4 in 11 innings, 
the Giants are in fourth 
place, four games back of 
first.place Albuquerque. 
The Dukes had to,go I0 in- 
nings to subdue Vancouver 
Canadians 4-3, remaining 
half a game ahead of second- 
place Salt Lake City as the 
Gulls squeaked past  Par- 
tined Beavers 8-7. Tucson 
Toros remained in third 
place, one game behind• 
Albuquerque, with a 12-3 
thumping of Hawaii Isisn. 
tiers', 
In the Western Division, 
Tacoma's lead over second. 
place Portland grew to eight 
games as the Yankees 
disposed of San Jose 
Missions 4-2. 
Art Gardner's pair of two- 
run doubles led the way for 
Phoenix in the opener. In the 
nightcap, Jack Heidemaan 
hit a solo home run and later 
scored the winning run from 
second base on a single by 
John Buffamoyer. 
Jack Leonard homered for 
Albuquerque to tie the score 
in the eighth inning, then 
drove in the winning run with 
a triple in the 10th. Van- 
couver's runs 811 scored on 
Bruce Robinson's homer in 
the second inning. 
Gil Kubski's two-run 
hemor and Tom Donohue's 
solo blast helped get Salt 
Lake off to an 8-2 lead after 
three ianin~s. Dave Besello 
nine. 
Right-hnnder Bob K am- 
meyer won his ninth straight 
game without a ~ loss this 
season, holding San Jose to 
five hits while ,going the 
distance on the mound for 
Tacoma. Tommy Cruz got 
the Yankees tarted on the 
scoreboard with aselo home 
run in the second inning. 
MANY SKIS SNATCHED 
TAHOE CITY, Calif. (AP) 
--An increase in ski thefts 
was reported here last 
winter• " I t 's  no longer 
something we can take 
lightly," said Placer County 
Sheriff's Capt. Max Bennett. 
During one weekend alone, 
$7,000-worth of ski equip- 
ment was stolen In Pl~cer 
County, which inoludes 'four 




WEST VANCOUVER (CP) 
- -  Two North Vancouver 
teenagers will : represent 
British Columbia in the 
national skateboard finals 
Friday in Ottawa after 
winning the B.C, amateur 
skateboard competition here 
Sunday. , , 
Scott Osborne and Kelly 
Greenberg, beth 14, beat 18 
other contestants toadvance 
to the finals. 
Ex-heavy champ dies 
BRANTFORD, Ont. (CP) 
--  Billy Maich, 68, who won 
the Canadian professional 
heavyweight ti le in 1937 and 
immediately retired from 
hexing, died of aheart attack 
at his home Monday. 
A native of Fort William 
(now Thunder Bay, Out.), 
Maich began fighting at 17 
and won ~e Canadian 
amateur ohai~pionship five 
years later w~i(h a flrst.roand 
knonkoutp(er Tony Evans of 
Mlnnedefm, Man., in Win- 
nipeg. 
In 1933 he twice won by 
knockouts over George Hess, 
a football star who was later 
to become a Progressive 
Conservat ive  cab inet  
second round. , 
He represented Canada in 
the 1934 British Empire 
Games in London, later 
turned professlo~l and wm 
the vacant pro crown with a 
first-round knockout of 
Prince Edward Islander 
George Leslie in Charlot- 
tetown Aug. 5, 1937, 
Althet~I~in'his prime, he 
retired, a move he later 
explained by saying he had 
found Jesus Christ as his 
personal Savior and wanted 
to "fight for God.". 
He fs survived by his wife 
Agnes, two sons, Robert, 
president of Mac's Con- 
vealence Stores; Tom, a 
minister. The fights against political science graduate of 
Hees wore in Maple Leaf Queen's  Un ivera l ty .  in 
Gardens In Toronto and Kingston, Oat.; and two 
Maich won the first with a daughters, Nancy, a nurse in 
K0 at 80 seconds of tho first Brantford, and Pamela, an 
round and the.socmd In the xray technician in:~oro~to, ., 
miscues by the Seattle in- 
field,-with one each by 
second baseman Larry 
Milbourne, third baseman 
Bill Stein and first baseman 
Dan Meyer. 
JAYS WIN AND LOSE 
In other American League 
games Sunday, Texas 
Rangers beat California 
Angels 7-0, Oakland A's beat 
Kansas City Royais 6-3, New 
York Yankees downed 
Detroit Tigers4.2, Minnesota 
Twins swept Chicago White 
Sox 8-5 and 9-6, and Toronto 
Blue Jays heat Cleveland 
Indians 2-1 before losing the 
second game 3-2. 
Saturday, the Red SOx beat 
Baltimore 8-3, Detroit beat 
New York 4-2, Kansas City 
defeated Oakland 7-5, 
Chicago beat Minnesota 7-4, 
Milwaukee blanked Seattle 
5-0, Cleveland whipped 
Toronto 12-3 and Texas 
defeated California 3-0. 
Rangers 7 Angels 0 
Mike Hargrove's thrne-run 
double and Toby Hurrsh's 
tworun single capped a six- 
run Texas fifth inning and 
backed a seven-hitter byDon 
Medieh as the Rangers 
moved into first place in the 
AL West. 
A's 6 Royals 3 
Tony Armus hit a tie- 
breaking home run in 
Oakland's two-run eevt~th, 
then added an RBI in the 
two-run ninth that clinched 
the A's' victory over Kansas 
City and knocked the Royals 
from the top spot in the West. 
Oakland pitcher Bob 
Lacay scuffled briefly with 
Kansas City catcher Darrell 
Porter in the fifth. Porter 
was ejected but Laeey 
stayed in the game and 
raised his record to 6-3. 
Yankees 4 Tigers 2 
Thurman Mumon drovein 
two runs while Graig Nettles 
and Chris Cimnbliss had 
Fidrych tendinitis 
to be checked 
DETROIT (AP) - -  Mark 
Fidrych, ailing Detroit 
Tigers pitoher, will fly to Los 
Angeles this week for 
another examination by 
noted orthopedic surgeon Dr. 
Frank Johe. 
Jobs diagnosed Fidryoh's 
sore right shoulder earlier 
this season as tmdinitis, and 
predicted that with rest and 
medication ha would be back 
in action before long. 
Eight weeks later, Fidrych 
is still unable to throw at full 
speed. A stay in the warm 
Florida sun didn't work 
either, so the ace of the 
Tigers pitching staff 
returned tb Detroit last 
week. 
Fidrych has made 0nly 
three starts in the 1978 
American League baseball 
season and has not pitched 
since A!.~ril 17;.~whes he was 
forced ~o leave after fear 
innings. " ' "  
l 
Accordi  to our 
 e ,it's the 
best dealintown. 
Test drive a Honda today at ] 
' ~ TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IL8 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
HONDA Dee ler Licence Number 02066A 
[ 
Penn pals? A University of 
Pennsylvania official has 
acknowledged that some high 
school students who seek 
admission to Penn are given 
"e measure o f  preference.'~ 
Double run wish granted 
IONDON (Reuter) - -  
Brendan Fester, who won 
the 1o,ooo metres at the 
British Amateur Athletics 
Association championships 
Friday, has been granted his 
wish to run both the S,000 and 
10,000 metres for England at 
the Commonwealth Games 
in Edmonton in August. 
Foster, the Olympic t0,006- 
metre breeze medalikt in 
Montreal, will be partnered 
by Mike McLend in heth 
evenis. 
McLend, 26, was second in 
the 10,000 and third in the 
5,000. 
Nick Rose, well beaten in 
the 5,000 by Kenya's Henry 
Rono, completes England's 
trio at the' shorter distance 
while David Black is the 
third man in the 10,000, 
Glen Cohen was picked for 
the 400 metres eves though 
he failed to qualify for the 
finals. 
David Moorcroft will be 
England's only represen. 
tative in the 1,500 metres, an 
even[ in which Steve OveR, 
Britain's best, has no in- 
terest his time. 
The selectors have also 
he will be able to make the 
trip because of injury, 
• Brian Green, 37 year-old 
sprinter, has been selected 
for the 100 metres and will he 
vieeeaptain of the team 
which is being led by 
hammer thrower Paul 
Dlckonson. 
Andrea Lynch had hoped 
tobo chosen fcr b~h in- 
dividusl sprints but has been 
given a place only in the 100 
metres and the relay squad. 
Sonla Laenaman will run in 
nominated only one high both the I00 and 200. 
jumper in Mark Naylor and  
there is some doubt whether " " ' -  
Plan 
of Act  
toward the renewal of 
the Canadian Federation 
As indicated in the recent policy paper~ 
A TIME FOR ACTION, the Government 
of Canada has introduced in the House 
of Commons a bill proposing significant 
changes in the Canadian Constitution. 
Highlights of the bill, and a document 
explaining it in non-legal language, are 
available at your post office. 
If you wish to receive additional copies 
of the highlights and the explanatory 
document, please write to: 
Canadian Unity Information Office 
P.O. Box 1986 
Postal Station B 
Ottawa, Canada 
KIP6G6 
i a lip Government Gouvemement 
ammy's 
New Fresh Fish Market 
In Prinoe Rupert 
FRESH AND FROZEN SEA FOOD 
INCI.UDING SPRING SOCKEYE, 
COHO SALMON, HALIBUT, SOLE, 
COD, RED SNAPPER, SHRIMP, 
LOBSTER, SCAMPI, ABALONE & 
PRAWNS. 
• OPEN FROM 
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m, Weekdays 
10 a.m. to 3 pem, SatuNays 
Looated: 
• Atlin Fisheqs Building 
On OowBay' ' 
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Get ahead of the game. join in for a week of soccer training this 
summer. Learn from expert coaches, appo.inted by the B.C. Soccer 
Association, to Improve your ball control, dribbl!ng and tackling, 
passing, kicking, shooting and goalkeeplng. Designed for boys and 
girls, age 6 to 16. 
Presented by the B.C. Soccer Association in co.operation with Coca 
Cola and Canada Safeway. 
Session No. 1 - July 10- 14,10:00a.m. to3:00 p.m. 
Clarence Mlchlel School Fie!d. 
Session No. 2- August 14- 18, 10:00a.m..3:00 p.m. 
Clarence Michlel School Field. 
Fee: S15.00 Includes course instruction plus a soccer ball and 
souvenir T-Shirt for each participant. 
Don't delay! ! Register today at the Recreation Office in the ~,rena 
on proper forms, available at Canada Safeway. 
TENNIS: 
Instructional Tennis programs Include all fundamentals of the game 
including strokes, service~strategy and scoring. 
~;outh Tennis Lessons: Free of charge 
Instructor: Mrs. Mary Little 
Date: July 11th - July 27th 
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 
Tuesdays and Thursdays 
Instructor: Art 5olley 
Date: July 8th to August 5th (Raincheck August 12) 
Time: Session No. 1- 9:00a.m.. 10:00 a.m. 
Session No. 2- 10:00 a.m., 11:00a.m. 
Session No.'3- 11:00a.m. to 12:00 noon 
Fee: $7.50 for 5 sessions. 
Early registration for Tennis lessons is advised. Register at the 
Recreation Office in the Arena between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday. 
SEASONS PASSES: 
Available for beth the Arena and the Swimming Pool. An Arena 
Seasons Pass, entitles you to attend all Public and Adult Skating 
sessions. The Swimming Pool Pass give you unlimited admittance 
to Public and Adult Swim sessions as well as use of the Universal 
Gym. An excellent way to save money while participating in a fun 
activity. 
ARENA SEASONS PASS. September 1st to March 31st 
Price as of:September 1. November i December 15 February 1. 
Adult $36.00 S26.00 $18.00 • $10.00 
Family $54.00 $39.00 $27.00 $1S.00 
Children $14.50 $10.00 $ 7.00 $ 4.00 
Student $19.25 $13,75 $ 9.50 $ 5.00 
Sr. Citizens - Come In to the Recreation Office and pick up a FREE 
Seasons Pass., 
SWIMMING POOL SEASONS PASS, Good*for 6 mon~s fro m date ef 
purchase 
Adults Pass $31.25 Children Pass S12.50 
Student Pass S16.75 Family Pass $46.75 
Senior Citizens - Come in to the Recreation Office and pick up a 
FREE Seasons Pass. ~ . • 
For further information on the Seasons Passes, please call the 
Recreation Office at 730.1174.. 
SUMMER SWIMMING LESSONS 
CHILDRENS LESSON SETS 
Set One - Tuesday July 4th to Monday July 
17th 
Set Two - Monday July 24th to Friday 
August 4th 
Set Three - Monday August 14th to Friday 
August 25th 
COST: $13.00 per Set 
REGISTRATION: At the Pool from 8:30 
a.m. - 4:30 p.m. during the week preceding 
*the Lesson Set. For further information 
contact the Pool at 638-1177. 
BRONZE CROSS: Those age fifteen or 
older who hold a Bronze Medallion may 
enroll in this advanced Lifesaving Course. 
Starting dates to be announced. Please 
leave your name and telephone number at 
the  Pool. Cost will be $25.00. 
RED CROSS LEADERS AWARD: In. 
terested in becoming a Water Safety In- 
structor? This is your chance to start 
working to achieve that goal. The Leader 
Award qualifies you to assist swimming 
instructors with their classes and is a 
prerequisite for Instructor training. You 
must hold a valid Bronze Medallion Award. 
Please leave your name and telephone 
number at the Swimming Pool. Cost will be 
S25.00. 
I I I I  I I I I  I 
TERRACE CREATIVE PLAYGROUND 
An exciting variety of recreational ac- 
tivities including special events, field trips,• 
games, crafts, hikes, music, drama, sports, 
will be happening for children of all ages 
thissurnmer. " . ..... .~ ~ , ..... 
RAINCHECK! In*the event.~of:,rain,;.]he 
creative playground activities.will be held 
at the playground under cover. Whenever 
possible, the leaders will take the children 





PLAYGROUND LOCATIONS: • 
July4th to 14th - Caledonia Senior Secon- 
dary School Field 
July 17th to July ~lst. Uplands Elementary 
School • Field 
July 24fh to August 4th - Clarence Michiel 
School Field 
August 7th to August 18th - Cassle Hall 
School Field 
THIS IS A FREE PROGRAM 
CHILDREN ARE WELCOME TO JOIN IN 
AT ANY TIME DURING THE SUMMER 
ATANY OF THE ABOVE LOCATIONS. 
i 
• DISCO SUMMER '78 
ROLLER DISCO JULY 15th 
The first ever Roller Disco.will be held at 
the Terrace Arena, from 8:00• p.m. to 
midnight. We have something for everyone, 
Good Dancing - Good Music - Good 
Rollerskating - whichever you like. You 
should have the time of your Iifel 
ROLLER DISCO JULY 281h 
Let's do it again ! ! Same time, same place. 
"NO JEANS" DISCO AUGUST 11th 
Come on out and boogie at the Terrace 
Arena Banquet Room between 8 p.m. and 
midnight. Wear anything but jeans. 
Everyone wi!! be therel How about,you?? 
STREET DANCE AUGUST 2Stir 
The biggest dance ever will I~ held on the 
25th of August. Dance in the street to good 
music In the moonlight. Keep listening for 
more details. 
SUMMER SKATEBOARD AND ROLLERSKATING SCHEDULE 
Effective July 5th to August 5tll 
Mondays 7:30 p.m. : 9:30 p.m. Skateboarding 
Tuesdays 2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. Rollerskating 
Wednesdays 7:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Rollerskating 
Thursdays 2:00 p.m. - 4!00 p .m. .  . .  Skateboarding 
Fridays 8:00 p.m. - 11:(X) p.m. Rollerskating 
Saturdays 2:00 p.m.. s i~  p.m. Skateboarding 
Sundays 6:30 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. Rolierskating 
• Schedule subioct to change without notice due to weekend events at 
the Arena. 
ROLLER SKATING LESSONS 
learn to Rollerskate your way to fun and fitness.., begin by taking 
an introductory lesson. Lessons arefree except for the cost of your 
skate rental. You have a choice of the to!lowing. 
LESSON TIMES: 
Wednesday, July Sth 
OR 
.10:00 a.m.- 10:45 a.m, or 
10:,15a.m.- 11:30a.m. 
I Friday, July 7th • 8:00p.m. -8:45 p.m. or I 
• 8:4S p.m. to 9:30p.m. 
1 It is advisable to register in advance for this popular event by calling the Recreation Office" at 638-1174. 
" SUMMERSWI~jNG S(:HEDOLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TERRACE SWIMMING POOL 




11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
02:15 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
06.-00 p.m.. 8:00 p.m. 
08:00p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 





07:30 a.m. - 9:00 e.m. 
11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
02:15 p.m. 5:0Op.m. 
• 06:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m. 
Early Bird Swim 





11:30 a.m..  1:00 p.m. 
03:00 p.m. - S:00 p.m. 
06:00 p.m.. 0:00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
Adult Noon Hour Swim 
Public Swim 
• Public Swim 
Adult Swim 
SU N DAYS 
07:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. -1:00 p.m. 
02:15 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
06:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 
Early Bird Swim 
Adult Noon Hour Swim 
Public Swim 
Public Swim 
11:30 a .m. .  1:00 p.m. 
02:15 p .m. .  S:00 p.m. 
06:00 p .m. ,  8:00 p .m.  
0e:00 p .m. .  9':30 p.m. 
02:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
06:00p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
08:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
02:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
O3:30 p.m. - S:00 p.m. 
06:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
08:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
ADMISSION PRICES 
Adult - $1.50 
Student - .80 
Children - .60 
Sr. Citizen Free 
Family - $2.25 
For Further• information, Please I)all Us 
I 











SEE THIS ADVERTISEMENT FOR 
• INFORMATION ON A SWIMMING 
POOL SEASONS PASS 
L 
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N W L'OCA T ION.  
! ! 
4441 Lakelse Avenue 
I i l l  
* DOOR PRIZES 
.COFFEE & DONUTS 
#it 
,OPEN 'till 9:00 p.m. 
I 
The '78 Models on Display 
in, our 6,000 sq. ft. Showroomii.-----.-:  
, . ;';: 
~ar lon . Don David" 




~ |  
Linda 
Terrl 
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Sun 'n Smiles at the Legion Picnic 
vhotos by Donna Vallieres 
The auxiliary members D~ed with all their might, but nevertheless lost the tug--of-war to the associate team, 
I 
turned out for 
Branch )S LeOioo Picnic bald 
st Hart Farm Sunday. 
Everyme, ~unl  and old 
LOok part In the tony ac- 
tivities during ,the day. 
While the youngsters 
splashed in the lake, their 
perents toned hcmsmboco 
and relaxed in the nun, 
Races' were . hdd 
throughout the afternoon 
including categories for 
different age gronps, 
leg~,d, sack, moans and 
sons, clads and daughter, and 
every other conceivable 
combination. 
The day finished off with 
tulkofwar, egg-throwing and 
pie eati~a contsts. 
il ]1 i 
Ir'~ltlr.~l I ,U I ;  lliLl141~i311; UClt¢~, K ' -& I JUtU tLi¢; at;l,JLUJUb 
e and 9 year old ~irle hooond their way acrose the finish line 
iDickiewae one of many ptcnlexers mvoweu m me mramnoe rose. 




Honda Civic Sedan 
Test drive a Hondatod~ at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VOG IL6 
635.6571 or 635-4335 
]E-ION]D~nk Oealer Licence Number 02066A 
1978 DEMOS 







A/O, 306, auto 
10/8 JIMMY 4x4 
"Fancy", 
exterior decor pkg., 
400 V8 auto 
1978 
GRAND LEMMIS 
Landau, vinyl roof, 
2 dr. aPE, V8 auto 
DIESELS 
1 - 1978 I/, T GMO PU 
1 - 1978 OLDS 4dr. Delta 88 
1078 2dr, 
PONTIAC CATALINA 
Dad|nor Accent paint, 
V8 auto, radio, P.S., P.6. 
1978 
MALIBU CLASSIC 
2 dr. ePE, Landau, Air Cond. 
Vinyl Roof, V8 auto 
1978 
BUIOK REGAL "TURBO" 
2dr. OPE, Landau, 
¥6 auto "Foxy" 
Jim McEwan 
Telephone 6364941 
haler Lioenoe Number 14024 Terrace, B.C. 
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Nuclear rallyers 
stayed calm 
SEABROOK, N.H. (AP) -- 
Tbousands of peepk trained 
to handle ri0~s, l e t8  
medicalemergonden spent a
long, sultry weakond fightiag 
a pervasive atomy-- 
boredom. 
Police, National Guards, 
fireflghtera, doctors and 
nurses whiled away the 
weekend standingky incase 
trouble erupted at a three- 
day rally against the 
Seabroek nuclear power 
plant. 
Meanwhile, the crowd at 
the Seabrook site began 
dwindli~ Sunday night as 
protestern trekked out to 
meet oday's 3p.m. deadline 
to end the rally. 
Most of those called upon 
to stand by during the rally 
waited in soheoia, armories 
and hespitals, althnugh some 
were allowed to be at at 
home, always within reach 
nf a telephene. 
The only contact meet had 
with the big domomtration, 
which police estimated drew 
more than 12,000 people on 
Sunday, was what they saw 
on television, read in 
nswspa~a or heard on 
radio. 
PLAN FOR THE WORST 
"it's a classic ase of plan- 
ning for the worst and hoping 
for the hast," a state civil de- 
feces official said Sunday of 
the operation that Gov. 
Meldrim Thomson has 
e~mtnd will cost $150,000 
to ~I~},000. 
For 400 police an&~u'ds, 
much of the waitiag was 
done in the sweltering 
g~mnsaium and duttered 
haik nf nearby Winoaeusnet 
lfl~h Soheol. 
Every et~t hours, 200 men 
8uardin~ the construction 
site of the ~2.3-blllion nuclear 
plant were rotated back to 
the gFm in schoolbuses. 
Several kllometres outh, 
:lust aoress the 
Massachusetts line in 
Newburyport, 60 troopers 
fromVerment, •
Massachusetts and Co~- 
necticut also stood by, but a 
swimming pool made the 
wait more bearable. 
In both holdiag areas and 
in armories in New Hamp- 
shire where 3,000 guards 
waited, Ion8 lines formed 
around telephones as men 
called home or ordered 
I/ZZan to substitute for ar- 
mystyle chow. 
New deal for 
vanishing whale 
By BRUCE LEVETY pieheia with signs say/rig 
LONDON (CP) -- Michael "Save the Whale." 
MeGonigle, a Uuivemity of 
British Columbia professor 
and spokesman for the 
Vancouverhased con- 
servat/en group Greenpeace, 
called today for a new deal 
for the vanishing whale. 
a aubm~en to the 
opening aensien of the 30th 
annual meatia8 of the In- 
teranttmal Whaling Com- 
mission (IWC), MeCCa 
said the IWC should 
reorgnMze itself to make its 
primary onncern the con- 
servatlen ofwhales. 
Revision of the com- 
misaien charter is on the 
weak-long agenda nd will 
he the topic of a preparatory 
conference s t for next week 
in Cepenhagen. 
"Unfortunately, most of 
the chaNges proposed are 
~.~,~m,81.1,'!. McG0nigle 
"A now convent/on should 
grow from a couple of very 
baals premises. First, it 
must be appreciated that 
economic exploitation is not 
the m0st important bane at 
stake. 
"The canvent/en must be 
primarily concerned with 
the lcqterm conservation ef 
whales." 
SEEKS NEW THEME 
The second pr.e~iso, he 
said, is that "tits preset. 
.vation of these a /  ia 
~ t o  ensure that they 
cap~e mJoyed for aesthetic, 
non.consumptlve reasons as 
well as the more traditional 
concorlMl." 
Delegates to the con. 
wntien from 17 comtries-- 
lnslndin8 Cansda--hed to 
~ass throagh lines of silent 
Cauada has been out of 
whaling since 19~. and, since 
then, has worked on the side 
ef conservation. 
McGonigle, in an in. 
tervtow, said, howev~ that 
"the Canadian government 
is helping foreign whalers as 
they pursue the last ef the 
world's remaining great 
whales." 
Canada, "Ignoring the 
advice of envireomant~]iata 
and scientists from uroand 
the world," has "stsadfastly 
supported.the rights ot the 
whaling industry," he said. 
Iceland 
gov't out 
• ~ REyKJAVII$, Iceland, 
(Renter) -- Iceland's 
government cencednd defest 
in the general elections 
today on the hosis of 
complete returns show~ 
 ubor 
Shelley McCrae, a grade I0 student at '11mrnhW Junior ~eenndary School, will be at-~ i:
tending the French Summer Cchnol in Langley with the help of a provincial summer ;i~.~ 
language hursary. Shelley was chosen by the local school board to represent the area as ~ 
one of 50 youngsters participating in the p ,r~am. 
Soviet s fear U.S. will 
use "Chinese card" 
MOSCOW (AP) --  
President Lecnid Breshnev'a 
wurni~ to the U~tnd States 
mt to use the "Chinese 
card" against the Soviet 
Union demonstrates the 
Kremlin's concern over the 
pro.Chinese tread that it 
detects in the Carte" ad- 
ministration. 
"Attempts are being made 
in the U.S.A. lately, at a 
h~ht level and in a rather 
cynical form, to paly the 
'Chinese card' against he 
So~et Uuion," the U.S.S.R; 
leader said in a televised 
speech Sunday. , 
This is a ~orU~h~d and 
daagerons po"cy! Its ar. 
chi~cts may hlt~r~ regr~ 
it." 
the "Chinese card," in" the 
Russian view, is the threat 
that the closer Wasl~ton 
moves toward Peking, the 
further it moves from 
Moscow. Eventually the 
Kremlin would be forced to 
make concessions to 
washington to make the 
Ruesian-U.S.-Chinese 
triangle even sided enes 
Adviser Zbigniew Br- 
zezinski. He has been a 
target of eritieimn, not only 
became of his well.known 
hard llne toward the Kremlin 
but also because of his 
al leged "pro -Ch ina '  
leanings. 
The rapwoche~mt 
between the United States 
and China comes at a time 
when Sin-Soviet relations 
appear to be at their lowest 
point in yearn. 
TENSION HIGH 
Tension has been 
since May 12 when Soviet 
troops ereesed the Chinese 
border on teh Usanri River in 
what Peking said was a 
da~be.~a~ errand 
provocation. Mosocow 
acknowledged the llntranion 
but denied Chinese claims 
that there were eanuall~es. 
The matter still draws 
angry comment in the 
Chinese press, and the 
Russian press is printing 
more anti.Peking 
propopnda then usual. 
"A tmae situation persists 
in China,!', said Tess, the 
again.. . Ruesiap news agmcYi n a 
' The architect of ~ O.~." lengthy ana ly i  two days 
policy, the Russian press ago alleging discord in the 
says, is National Security Chinese leadership. 
• China last weak accused 
the Russians of imtigatin~ a 
campaign against ethnic 
Chhme in Vietnam as a 
"major step" by the Kremlin 
to expand its influence in 
Asia. Pek~ sayd more thee 
133,000 ethnic Chinese have 
been expelled from Vietnam, 
but neutral ovaervors in Asia 
i most of thm~ left 
voluntarily becauaex the 
Communists a bo"lished 
private bmineea. 
Some observers here say 
Peking has been omobldened 
by its gnod reiat/ons with the 
United States to take the 
of fens iveaga ins t  the 
Russians while detmte is 
weakening. 
China is finding friends 
among other Western states 
as well. There are Chinese 
weapon-buying missions in 
Britain and France. Last 
week, Japan announced i t  
would resume helot/arlene 
with China on their long- 
atulled Second World War 
peace treaty. 
i I I I  
"l~hera ate moments- when 
even/thing turns ::'6~:.ribht, 
Don't let it alarm you; they 
pass." Jules Renard 
,major Social Democratic] .,oo_.,,.,-, Car Tips By Totem Ford With final returns net es- 
.pocted until later in the day, 
Prime Minister Geir S e r v i c e  
Hsllgrimeson of the I n - A u t o  oti 
dependence Par ty . ,  m ve  
Foreign Minister Einar 
Agusteson, leader of the 
Centrist ProWessive Party, 
said their coalition govern- 
mint hod fallen. 
The pard i  returns from 
• Sunday's voting Indicated 
that the Social Democrats 
and Communkts hod in- 
c~ased their seats to 38 in 
the 60-member Althing 
(Natimmi Assembly), 14 for 
each party. 
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beef & bottle 
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Reservations at t~ Tudor up until S p.m. 
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Engineers Outline Home 
Car Safety Inspection 
A 15.minute inspection of 
your car is a small price to pay 
where the safety of loved ones 
is concerned. 
• According toFord of Canada 
service ngineers, that's all the 
time it takes to complete a,15- 
step check-up the company 
recommends to drivers before 
starting out on a family trip. 
The check lht include~ the 
following: 
Brakes--Make certain &e 
pedal is firm and cannot be 
pressed close to the floor. From 
a speed of about 40 kilometres, 
apply firm, steady pressure to 
the brake pedal. Your car 
should slow down in relation to 
applied brake pressure and stop 
completely if brake i~not re- 
leased. The pedal should remain 
firm. 
To test the parking brake, 
hold down regular brake while 
applying parking brake. (If you 
don't engage regular brake, 
parking brake effectiveness i  
reduced.) Release r gular brake. 
Place the car iu gear and depress 
the accelerator slightly, Your 
car should not move. 
Steerins-- Ina large parking 
lot drive your car at a steady 
15-25 kph'in a tisht drcle and 
take your hands off the steering 
wheel. Test in opposite direc- 
tion. If steering wheel d~es not 
return quickly to near centre 
check for underinflated ires or 
need for front-and lubrication.' 
Other possible causes are front- 
end alisnment, s eer ins-column 
alisnment or steering-sear ad- 
jmtment. Any suspected steer- 
ins irregularities sh.oald be 
oheeked by a skilled tcclmidan. 
Any noises, hard st~fing or 
momentary lack of assist with 
power steering systems also 
should be checked by a skilled 
technician. 
sho~k Alzedm~ -- Pmh 
down on each fender in turn. 
• Your car should return to nor- 
mal evel quickly, bobbing once 
or twice. Worn or broken shock 
absorbers can adversely alfect 
your steering control. 
Tires ~ Fiat spots on the fire 
tread or vibration while driving 
may indicate that wheels are 
out-of-balanco. Excessive wear 
on one side of a tire incans 
front-cod ulisunent may be 
needed. Check that each tim's 
"cold" pressure (after the car 
has been parked at lesst one 
hour) meets the specifications 
on the manufacturer's decal on 
the car. Wear on centre treads 
can be caused by over-inflation; 
conversely, wear on outer treads 
can be caused by under-infla- 
• tion. Exami~ cash t,'N ~ cuts 
or imbedded objects. 
L~ - - 'Pu l l  headlight 
switch to first stop. The follow- 
in8 lights hould be on: blstru- 
mast panel, parking, front and 
rear side markers, tailligMs, and 
license pinto light. These lights 
should remain on when the 
switch Is pulled completely out 
to tuns on the headlights. Make 
certain hcadlisht high beams 
operate properly. ' 
•Tum sisals: With the J~ni- 
tion on, the following lights 
should flash when the turn 
signal lever is moved up or 
down: Front directional, in- 
stnanent panel turn indicator 
and rear directional lighte.. 
• Rear Hghts: With the ignition 
on and a second person to 
assist, place the transmission 
selector in reverse and slake 
certain the back-up fights are 
on. Step on the hmke pedal 
tO be sum that all brake lights 
gO on. .. 
e Hazard flasher: Pull out 
hazard switch and see if all 
four directional lights flash. 
Hen ~Test it. When eeded, 
your hem can help You avoid 
an accident. 
Lech - -  Make certain that 
all doors close easily, latches 
catch to keep doors closed and 
that locks work (lubricate if 
necessary). You don't want o 
discover a dbor latch problem 
offer your ~p is under way. 
S¢8t Belt~ --  Examine .belts 
for cuts or unusual wear and be 
sure latches open and close 
easily and stay secure when 
clossd. 
V IS /~-  Inspect all car 
windows for cracks that might 
possibly spread and obscure 
vision during driving. 
All mirrors hould be s~urcly 
fastened inplace and properly 
positioned. 
lquld Levels - -  Check to see 
that aniline oil, automatic trans. 
mission oil, radiator coolant 
and windshield washer fluid are 
at prescribed levels. 
With the engine running, test 
operation bf the windshield 
wipers and washers. 
As a final precaution, check 
your emergeucy equipment such 
as spare tire and jack, road 
flares and first aid kit. 




Ari's daUghter denies 
Russ an. marriage to i
MOSCOW (AP) - -  marry 40-year-old Nlknlai tared 'five bulk carriers to 
Christina 0nnssls aid today Kaozov, the head OF the 
that a British nswspapof 
report she will marry a 
Russian bureaucrat ia 
"absolutely prepoat~ous." 
"I never heard anything so 
stupid, and ' l  don't know 
what he hell they're talkies 
shout," the 27-year-olc 
doNghter of the late Aristotle 
Oanssis said when reached 
by telephone at her suite in 
the Intourist Hotel. 
'Tm here on tourism and 
busineu, and I'II be leaving 
in a tow days." 
The London Dally. Ex- 
press, in a report from a 
correspondent in Mcacow, 
says that Miss Osassia came 
to the U.S.S.R. capital to 
tanker division of the 
Russian f re l~t  
organization, SovfrnkhL 
An employee of Sovfrnkht 
said no one of that name 
works for the organization, 
but a man named Sorgoi 
Kauzov recently resigned 
from the tanker division. 
In Athms, 0cansts family 
sOurces also denied the 
Express report. They said 
Miss Onaseis' trip to the 
Soviet capital was "strictly 
business," to sign contracts 
with Sovfrnkht chart~in8 
sova'al of her 300,0OO super- 
tankers to the Russians. 
The sourcco enid 0ha, is  
shtppto8 companies char- 
the Russians In 19;6. 
Miss OnMsis arrived in the 
Russian capital duclag the 
weekmd by train from Paris 
and was met at the station by 
a middle-aged man who took 
her away in a chauffeured 
car, The Express ays. 
The Daffy Express says a 
friend of Misa Onassis told it 
she met Kaozov in Paris, 
that he was divorced h week 
ago, and that they had been 
carrying on a quiet romance 
for some time. 
Miss Onasals hns been 
married and divorced twice. 
l 
"What nobody seeks is rarely 
found." Pestalozz, 
/ 
(Rn WE GlUE VI)U 
RLL THE (0mFORTS 
OF HOME... 
F ~ 
Now you  can go  anywhere  and st i l l  have  those  
comfor ts  of  lmme.  Take  your vacat ion this year  A~ / ' * ~  
in one of  our  fabulous recreat ional  vehic les .  _ ~ ~ [ 
I ts  the  only way  to gol  
1976 Ford 
[ Super Cab 6 cyl, 4 .pead, ca . .  $5995 
1"1977 00U6AR XR1 
V8, P.S., P.B., Air, Stem, Cruise 
1977 TOYOTA 0ELIOA 
Liflback G.T. 5 Sp. wills Stereo in excellent cund. 
1916 BRON00 4X4 
VO, AutO, P.S., P.B. 
1977 PLYMOUTH V0LAIRE 
2 Door, V8 Auto. Trans. 
1973 GM0 VAN 






1976 0HEVELLE UHHA S3 $5395 
V8, auto trans, bucket seats, etc.. 
LEASEPLAN 
Investigate the advantages of thls Ren/-to.own plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away. (Ori approved credit) 
EXAMPLES ' ) 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
78 FAIRMONT SEDAN I 
$125 per month I 
Tot~alling $4572 I 
LEASE END PRICE, 
$1630 I 
or simply return I 
i 
$1d5 per month I 
Totalling $5220 I LEASE END PRICE 
$2150 
or simply return 
78 ECONOLINEVAN "!  78 FI50PICKUP 
$1~ per month I $i45 per month 
Totalling $5616 I Tot.~lllng ~220 
LEASE ENDPRICE I LEASE ENDPRICE 
SSlm ,I $siN 
or simply re__~i_~n ____L - o._~r simply return 
. 78 FIESTA 70 F1504x4 
$123 per month $176 per month 
Totalling $4392 Totalling $6336 
LEASE END PRICE LEASE ENDPRICE 
I ' $1160 $26N 
,~__or  sl___.mpl.._ y re_._~r._n.n __ -  or simply rehJro 
I 78ZEPHYR WAGON ' 70 F250 PICKUP 
i 
i $145 per month $156per month 
Totalling $5220 Totalling $5616 
• J LEASE END PRICE LEASE END PRICE 
'1 $2060 . SZ160 
or simply return 'l or simply return | • 
78 PINTO 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3950 
LEASE END PRICE' 
$1800 
or simply return 
Terraoe Totem FeN 
Sales U& 
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Maintains marriage menders make matters more mixed up 
theory and professional practice of this century. 
T understand what is happening to the family 
today, he says look back, past the rising divorce 
rate and falling birth rate of the 1970s, past the 
radically new lifestyles of the '69s, past the 
domestic bliss of the '50s. Look all the way back 
to the turn oflhe century. 
The divorce rate was rising then, and the birth 
rate among the upper classes was falling. 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (,~P) - So your marriage helping professions - the" flock of teacher, 
doctor, psychologists, counsellors, social 
workers and juvenile court officers - who, 
claiming expertise, assumed the family-s main 
function: raising children. 
The University of Rochester professor's new 
book on the history of the family is a defence of 
traditional values. 
Lasch attacks almost every soeiaological 
Women were seeking new roles, and traditional 
nh  morality was being derided. Waste heat to warm gree ouses But something else was afoot. 
Sociologists, previously content with debating could supply our vegetable needs how the family I~gan, starting studying con- 
temporary families and their roles. 
BROOKS, Alta. (CP) - -  businesses to Alberta if the alternate.energygrnenheme high," said Shaw. "Waste A consensus emerged, Laschsays. Itreserved 
Alberta could become a key price of electricity and projects are under way, said heat is not necessarily free 
source ct Canada's natural gas--the usual Dr. John Wiehe, research heat."+ 
vegetable supply in five to 10 sourcesof greenhouse h at-- i:entre director. The greenhouse will 
years if provincial ex- goes up substantially. Most of the projects are oporateas a pilot project for 
perimenB in the "Over the last five years put together by groupswith two years. 
southeastern community are we've had about a five-per- supplies of waste heat they _ 
successful, cunt increane in the industry wanttouse. One project is a Visiting 0assiar teacher 
Scientists are studying the on a square-footage basis," one-acre tomato and 
possibilities of large-scale saidShaw. "We're looking at cucumber patch attached to 
indner marhnt gardens using the potantial of inereasing a gsa compreesor station at finds Terrace hospitable 
solar unergy or waste heat 100 to 200 per cent over a Princess, northeast of 
from other sources, very few years." e Brooks. It is frequently said that there is nothingl]t~ 
"This is where it's at," START.UP COST HIGH The greenhouse, the comparewiththehospitalityofB.C.'snorthla~l[ 
said Darrel Shaw, The ee~tr estimates there brainchild of Alberta Gas 
greeahomespecialist at the are about 90 acres of Trunk LineCo. Ltd.'s energy This sounds a slight bitromantic but its reall~ 
hort icultural  researct  greenhouses operating in conservation section, uses has been proven to us. 
centre in Brooks. Alberta, producing about $12 exhaust from the corn- Recently, I came to your community with my 
The scientists, who have million worth of vegetables, pressor station for heat. class of 30 Grade 4's ranging in age from nine t~ 
built an alternate-energy petted plants and flowers a An expensive exchange eleven. For many the journey was a first tril~ 
greenhouse, say gas or year. electrical heat is cheaper The low figure can he system bad to he installed to . make theexhaust in ousable away from the security of home. We arrived hi 
now, but rising energy costs attributed to the high initial heat. Terrace on a Friday grubby and tired from a 
couldmeanabrightfuturein custofgetiingintoabusinese WASTE HEAT EK- three day journey to Stewart, Hazelton, K'Shan 
Alberta for unconventional which cannot guarantee a PENSIVE 
greenhouse projects, good return. "The capital investment and finally to your town. Needless to say, a 
.They say market gar- Despite the costs and the involved in this is high sad journey  that far with that many youngsters can 
deners might move their need for expertise, many the-operating costs are be quite an experience. It was, thanks to the 
In Britain kindness and hnspitality of those we encountered 
on route, a very  grat i fying exper ience.  Vets get more than M.D/s In particular l would ilke to thank the staff and 
management at the Woolworth's store on whom 
we descended unannounced with a pack of 
By NORMAN CRIBBENS medical profession back to which worked out at &1.34 "hungry  k ids"  and eager shoppers. The ladies 
MANCMESTER, Ehgland its standing of 1975." (abeut~) per operation sad who prepared inner were  very  patient and 
(CP) - -  Veterinarians who Grey.Turner said a 16 pence per cunsultation. 
are called out to treat detailed report on dnetors~ lnsouthsastern-Englanda helpful. It was so nice to imve the manager greet 
animals are paid more than pay and the hours they are consultant pediatrician saw US and  present us with some delicious goodies for 
doctors attending human required to work in many 38 patients in a 1e-hour day our homeward journey. (They came in very  
beings, says the British areas has beensent to Prime during which he travelled 68 handy  when we broke down and had to spend 8 
Medical Association. Minister James Callaghan. miles. The work paid him hrs. awaiting help!) 
Citing the case of three &1.87 an hour. And mechanics fixing a "Yet," Another thanks is most deserving for the doctors said to be .fairly the report said, 
broken washing machine typical the report said: "call ing out a washing Sandman Inn which also extended a most hearty 
earn more than general machine mechanic could welcome. The members of your town should be 
pract i t ioners ,  sa id  1. They had no time for cost ~ for hs~ m hour's proud of their friendly merchants who help to 
association secretary Dr. lunch and one family doctor work. And veterinary make the plight of the northern traveller amost 
Elston Grey.Turner. in central Manchester surgeons in central London memorab le  event.  
"Our living standards worked an lllhhour day and charge as much as &~ a 
have fallen by 25 per cent attmded88patientaforafee call." Thank you Terrace from your "Northern 
since 1975, compared with that worked out at 31 pence .The British Medical neighbours" in Cassiar. 
less than 10 per cent for per consultation. Association is expected to Mrs. Jaine Smit 
average wage-earnsrs," he 2. A Scottish surgeon from ask thegovernmentfora Pay Grade Four Teacher 
said. A pay award of un- Strathclyde saw 40 patients rise of between 20 to 30 per 
preeedented size is and operated on seven mote cent under Britain's Cassiar Elementary School 
necessary to bring the in a 13.hour day at rates National Health Scheme. Cassiar t B.C. 
• ~ : ~ " ": " • " I ' 
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2 tot I Sate 
Buy 1 at Regular Price 
GET 1 FREE! 
A largo selection of 
LADIES MENS & CHILDRENS 
'S'ANDALS + 
, l SHOES 
at the + + ~?~i~ 
SIlO HUT  
239 City .Centre 632-2244 ~,Ki f imjt  
 
is falling apart and you can't get a grasp on your 
kids. 
You're not alone. It's part of syndrome of the 
family in general coming unglued. 
A noted socml historian says you can blame it 
on the experts. 
The  family has been a victim, Christopher 
Lasch says, of the rise in this century of the 
for the family the role as a haven for the cruel 
outside world but simultaneously justified the 
transfer of its other roles-healing, educating, 
protecting - to the helping professions, 
Hence Lasch's book, Haven in a Heartless, 
World, is subtitled The Family Besieged. 
The results of this steady erosion of the 
family's functions: Parents, lacking confidence 
in themselves and confused over whose advice to 
follow, hesitate to get deeply involved in their 
children's upbringing. Their children, then, are 
shaped primarily by advertisers, peers and 
professionals. 
The same thing happened before, he says, 
when the industrial revolution overcame the 
feudal system. 
Oil from shale 
gets closer 
CHICAGO (Renter) - -  An 
economica l ly  feas ib le  
process for extracting oil 
from shale, which could be 
used to tap the enormous oil 
resources in the shale under 
parts of the western United 
States, has been developed 
by scientists at the Illinois 
Institute of Technology. 
The process uses radio fre- 
quency energy to "cook" the 
oil out without he extensive 
damage which have made 
previous oilshale recovery 
unattractive. 
The process has been 
tested in the laboratory and 
field tests are planned. An 
institute statement said the 
two trillion barrels of shale 
radio-frewae cy heating 
method similar to that of 
microwave ovens. Long 
pipes inserted into the shale 
in a grid pattern emit radio 
waves that form ,an dec. 
tromagnetic avity in the 
rock. The oil is cooked out 
oil under western Colorado and drawn up through the 
and eastern Utah alone pipes. 
would guarantee the coun- All the oil is recovered, 
try's liquid off needs for 200 unlike current drilling 
years, operations in which huge 
quantities of petroleum are 
mining and environmmtal+ _ 1~e me tho d is based on a wasted, the institute cat!. 
4717 TERRACE MEATS .,w 
I 
OWNER 
LAKELSE ~ i~ '11 q f~E JIB 









RIGHT NOW, UNTIL MAY 1, 1978 YOUR 
OLD CHAIN SAW, REGARDLESS OF CON- 
DITION, IS WORTH $100.00 OFF THE F5 
PRICE OF A NEW P-100 OR P-85 
PARTNER CHAIN SAW. 
BONUS ACCESSORY 
PACK WORTH $54. -~  
WITH ANY PARTNER CHAIN SAW PUR- 
CHASE YOU'LL RECEIVE: 
' A REPLACEMENT CHAIN • GAS CAN R517 
' TWO (2) WEDGES "TWELVE (12} FILES . . . . . .  
A $54.05 VALUE, AT NO EXTRA COST IF YOU'R• LOOKIN( 
FOR SAFETY, CONVENIENCE AND RELI- 
ABILITY IN A PROFESSIONAL CHAIN 
SAW, TRADE UP TO A PARTNER. 
( ING FOR A LITTLE LEE 
POW•.R,, WITH PROFESSIONAL P•RFORMAI~:E, 
~'1OO~ FROM THE ABOVE PARTNER MODELS. 
YOt~LL STILL RECEIVE THE BOfiUIS ~E~RV 
PACK AS ~MELL AS A GENEROUS TRAD•--IM. 
. t !  
. i  ' t  i 
PanWmr.n I++ o.+..:;.?/,:?.,.., 
6354381 
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: OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS. ASSOCIATE DEALEAS : 
" " KITIMAT 
• '~he Performers" • 
I HOME SFOR SALE : 
: J.43 - DoublewJde Mobile Homo : 
: 4 Peirel - Siqle Famil/w/basement : 
27 Finob - lt/; Storey Revenue : 
J-2O - 2 Bedroom Uob!!o Home : 
~-"large+]ot:--Excei/e,+ KIHG ROAD O 1§ Oa~on - kqe fam~ home milk 
appearance. N~In house Very comfortable rural 
approximately 1033 sq. ft. starter lust off Thornhlll • revenue • 
with attached double Read. House features 3 O l l~  - ~hakas  h~oted Ooudo. O garage. AI~' small cabin bedrooms, living room and 
with plumbing .and large large kitchen with eating i~ ON" 
workshop storage shed. area. Extra large entronce 
Landscaped with garden provides adequate storage ~w ~ Stikin'o'" - 3 Bedroom Dunpiew gP 
small fruit etc. and laundry hook-up. • . 2 area, 
~king $56,000. Asking m~o. e 20 Wno.k Street - Sinlle On~ V 
WE HAVE A 12xS4 mobile with 12x36 addition which _~ Sklliner, Tremendous "'"'pot.him, • 
provides up to5  , rooms and 1~ baths. Large : ~ Mo l~en - |NBIOUlU!O bung,  : -
workshop on property. Owner yew anxlous to sell and 
will let go for S20,000. • RIDe Iooltlon 
• 23 Heron Streut - Ro|istered Duplex • 
: fantallio valu. I 
iparimHt for rent wHb option to 
: purekase,. 
• " OOUGI.ASCHAHNEL"PERFORMS" • 
WE OFFER SERVICES IN i 
• APPRAISALS.PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • 
I m large lot near ~c0~otslheme v ry nicely situated N • LOT SALES-- DEVELOPMENT • 
and hospital. Backyerd Ion large treed lot..Lot Is i O CAIMDAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE O 
fully fenced with good I fully fenced. LargeJ 
garden area and frame for I workshop with concretel O ' " ' MORTGAGE ADVICE = A walleove~ing auck u ,,Family Album" is a real theYorkvmeooHenUouo~pre-puted Vinyl, eerubhobla greenhouse. Exterior all i fleer. Small fruit, garden i ~ | l td  
oonvmatlonplece in this contemporary study. From and peeinble wallceverinp by Sunworthy. weather siding. Listed in I area and greenhouse. [ ~P 
mid forties. Street to be I Chickens and coop . VeryJ ~ ASSlSTANCE . • 
paved | reasonable at $32,900. " 
+" .i • Don't Fool Around With Half A Service • Walloovorinp + Night Phones a • TalkToAFullServiceRollE~+ateOffics i 
. - . ~ We Are Here To Help You - Profeoslonaliy 
- The Great  Bonn i+-ShawG35697U .... "- " " • 
Oovor Up! ' +Bu¢ IMCCa ' I++35:2662 + +* •IPooooooooooooooooooCAHWESELLYOURS?--JUSTTRYUS • 
ltving' in"dne '~t lneeds  you are ready f~,  y~,o m" ~'~sWER:,..:Lo~;w~ter..;'~.1'~,~be:dmeby. ~' 
rede~rating,' walleov~ings beautiful cover up. and patience are me secret ~, ikmt ,~ l J~  mrfm~with finished results will be well 
ean do a great eover up Job QUESTION: We'd like to lnlredients needed to sm- +aknife. '11~m.usingapaint worth the offort. On~allthe 
for you. Not only will they redecorate our bedroom carefully strip the~ layers ~ ~ apply lots of water, inyors are off, then prepare 
brighteaupthawalb, they ,~Ingawalleovering, butthe off. Water has to get to the =Startfrmnthe ee~and walls in the usual way. 
have all the characteristics previous owners painted glue behind all that paint and scra~thawell.soukedpaper 
that make than ideal for the over several ay~s of old wallpa~er and the pa.. tience off with a broad patty knife, 
pasted, dry.strippable o~ 
peelable wallcoverings are 
easy to put up as well u to 
take down when the times 
comes. Most are eas i ly  
washable and many are 
serubbable, sothere l~llttie 
maintenance, needed over 
635 4971 11~ore are, however, a few Park Avenue Realty Ltd. things you should know 4619 PARK AVENUE, TERRAOE, DA. VOS lV§ " 
beforehanSinS ~ • 
borne andMary / ~ ~ ' ~  
1. Bay service station with 2 double head pumps. Prud'homme, Interio~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
' Doslgn and Color Consultant 
2. 2 bedroom residence a t  rear.  for S,mworthy 
Wallcoverings answ~s ome 
Situated on 1.3 acres off Hwy 25 at Lakelse Lake. Only service and of the meat often asked aclous family hea l  
quosUons +in thin regard. Well kept 3 bedroom, full Very Impressive 3bedroom Modular home in excellent tasteful& decorated and le 
grocery located in Lakelse Lake area. QUESTION: We've je t  basement home. Features family home located in cendltlen+ 1:!411 sq. ft,, 4 excellent condition. 
moved into a home and :l fireplaces, built.in dish. preferred area of town. bedoroms, emsulte Formal dining room plot 
For more particulars contact: there's .a really old washer. Nicely land. Wall to wall carpeting, plumbing, wall to wall informal eating area. 
BONNIE ORBUDATMcCOLL wallpaperinthalivb~[xoom. ~Jped, Iocathdon bench ensulte plumbing, 2 carlletlng. "11111is mix -At t rac t ive  living plot 
~ ; ~ % ~ ` e ~ % ~ ~ : ~ ` ~ ;  ,.-.-.-.-,-._-.,-~-.-.....,............................~-...-.. We'd Like to put up lust blocks away from fireplaces and finished ¢.eptlc, nal well + kept family room with bar. 
........................... ; : ..,..................%..............%.....;.;.;.;.;.;.~.+;.;.~. :::~:: x';.'.:;.;~,+.,:+:+:~:+:~:~;'.~-~>:~ something new and more to school. Asking $59,900. basement areonly a few of I~, party intho Quuensway Games roo'm. Tbral 
our taate. Do we have to CoIl Chrlstel or Horet fo tho fine attributes this i re l .  Priced to toNI. Call bedrooms. Ensuile 
ilmlgl•lMgMg•Mg•••mmMg••gi•Mm•MMMnmmMMaMm•gMml strip off the orisinal viewthis property, home features. Asking H0rst or ChrMel. bathroom. Landscaped 
• m wallpaper as i t 's  still in pricessg,000. CollHorst0r " and many other fins 
reasonable shape? ,. ~,~ i Corlstel. features. Call Frenkors4N 
- -+  ed i l  n++ o+o 
there is only one inyor, it in rice.. 
recommended that you strip . . . . . . . . .  +~. .~ ~ • '.+, , 
thin off before app ly~ tbe . ~, +'. . . . . . . .  "~ "~ 
new. The main reason for ~ ~  
this in that you will want to 
take advantage ofone of the 
prime benof|ts (~ today's Excellent family house, 3 This 3 bedroom home will1 Arou~dthe cornertlrc )m lrlH 
wal]eoverinKs, i.e. their dry- ~eclrooms up . 1 dawn. over 2900 sq. ft. is really high school, just threq 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  mm stdppability. If you leave up dairo; fireplace and many Priced to, HII quickly, different and unique. The blocks from downtown en~ 
M, the o~l~a i lpaper ,  it will ~xtra/matures. Come and 1~'X60' mobile home with beautiful Interior is ac- over 2963 sq. ft. of famlll 
REPOSSESSED 1,400 sq. ft. residence and NASS VALLEY Tire Service is for sale, : make it .m(x'e dLl~a]t to ~o it on Realscope In our 'attached building, centuated byvaulted cedar living. Complimented wlll~ 
strip tha..new (we off at a )trice or call Horse or Eetabllahedensorvlcedlut ceillngsinllvlngenddlnlng three bedrooms on tM 
lot on Kirby Rd. Hew and unfinished, full Includes metal constructed 35x40' shop, • Chrletel for more In- ea Copporstde. Good in- rooms. Logl. ted close to main floor end a fourth le 
basement, very sturdily built. 3bedrooms, fully equipped with all necessary equip. • ]Dterdate./LnotherreaaoDi~ 
electric heat, prepared for stucco. Only meat and tools. With 24x60 clean 4 • that someHmes the, paste brmation, vastment for rental unit.~ town on 5 acres. Asking the basement. Thh 
$16,500. Open to offers. MLS 2987. bedroom resldencewith ensulte bathroom, • from the new wallcoverka~ ~ ~ ? ~ .  ~i , ~+~ '~'~'~.*"-.~ information mail Hleret or viewed. Call Kelly today + . . . . . .  . Call Frank. wice SII,OSe. For more specious home must 
13.5 ACRESOn Douglas Road with 40x60' on2acres, landscaped, greenhouse. Price'•]] willseDkthrou~h, softes the ' -' ~ ~, " + 
Industrial Quonslt shop, several acres of S170,000 Includes a service truck • oldpai~andca~seb~tere. ~ +~ ,~.~,,, ,+~r~ ~ Chrlstst. for,, your ,,aPF°intment" 
cleared, 1700' frontage, has own well. equipped for road repairs and exlstlng tlre • Also, if you are tBb]g a ~ ~+~ Realecope ¢anbrlngthls 
Good for trucking company wanting repair stock. Gas and 011 sales and operation m heavier quality [~+~ + ~::~++,m~k~, beautiful home to youl 
premises. Only SA0,O00. shows excellent revenue Increases over : wall~ov~i~, such as v~y], ~ ~ + ~  +,~,,,,+++++,~,!+1 
past 5 years. , itcould pall the llshter paper , . , .  , • '~!; ~ ~ ~  
23? SIMPSONSt. 1,000 "sq. fl. solld 3 ' i off thewall. Modern 4.plex. Combine ~ ~ , .  
bedroom home mostly carpeted, with 5318 MCCOHNEL Ave. 5 acres, cleared, : ourQUESTION:30-year-~ldThehaeaeWall"are ini" . ~ven,. and security. .~ ,~ • ~ 
carport, concrete foundation, 12xlS living Interesting property for Quiet location on Graham 
reom. Good value at S25,000 on 75x120' lot. fenced, with barn and corral and 1,600 sq. • pretty bad shape, will investment. 4 unlit ot 1200 Avenue. Three bedrooms, Schools, recreation and A home for leisure eat 
ft. residence, full basement, 4 bedrooms, •• walloaverJnPcueipdse them? help to W.ft.eachwHhflreplaces, stmdeckandso~neflnishlng shoFpIngiuetblockssway, pleeeuroj WpII eppalnte¢ 
MOBILE HOME LOTS at Cepperslde and large kitchen, dining and living rooms, msuite plumbing, wall to In the Uasement area.  Three bedroom, double and In ex:dslhmtcondHlen. 
off Queensway on Scotton Road from extra bathroom fully carpeted. Good m ANSWER: [~'o~din8 yOU Nallcarpetlngthreughout. Asking S41,S00. CoIl in attached garage with In fine.i~ighl~.rbao d. CoIl 
S7,S00 up. location, asking $70,000. MLS 2988. : prepare the walls pms)erly, For mere defolls cell Horse today and view it on landscaped lot. Asking Frank for more 
• A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Service • " w~eovenin~,those with an aU.ov~Particularlypat- )r Chrlstel. . "Realscope. ".+ Call Kelly SSl,000. Call Kelly to view.., ln~rm~tlon. -~r 
• tern o~.a" textured up- AFTER ur rme noun6 .mlPnAl~ u lanm. .  penance', ~vlll definitely help 
you. To prepare previously 
decorated wails--remove 
grease, dirt, old wallpaper HORST GODLINSKI - 635.5397 ~ KELLY SQUIRES - 635-7616 
and loose paint. Next fill in 
any eracks or gouges in the FRANK SK ID•ORE * 635.5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI - 635.5397 
plaster and smooth down . . . .  
with sandpaper when dry. 
Gloss paint surfaces hould 
also be l~hl ly  sanded. 
~1 | 
. " .  , . . , ,  
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right to clomlfy ads under 
apprepriete headings and to. 
set rates therefore and to 
Jhrmlne page location. 
Tht  Harold reserves~ the 
right to revised edit, classify 
or relect anY advortlIement 
end to rolatn any answers 
directed to tho Herald Box 
RIply Service, andte repay 
tho customer the sum peld 
for  the edvertlsemant and 
box rontlil. 
Box replies on "'Hold" 
InMrt~tlans not picked up 
within 10 deys of expiry of an 
edvertlsament wil l  be 
destroyed unless' mailing 
Instructions are remlved. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must .be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertisor requesting Ipacs 
"that the liability of the 
• Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
ca- In the event of an error 
appearlng In the ad. 
vertlssment es published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
vedissr, for only one In. 
carted Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that thero shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the emount paid for 
Sl/cll aclvertlslng. 
Advert isements  must 
comply with theBr i t i sh  
Cdi~Jmbll Human Rlghte Act 
which prohibits any od- 
"v!dlIIng that dlscrlmlnates 
ogalmt any person because 
of his raca, rollglon,-sex, 
color, 'nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
hlI Igels  bMwesn 44 and63 
:years, uniessthe condition is 
lustlfied by a bona fide 
requlremant, for th i  work 
Published at.TerrEce 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Mm..Frl. mornings 
PUBLISHER 




i: Effective October I, 
1977..  
• : i  9 • IS dgle Copy 20c 
'By Carrier ruth 3.00 
By Carrier year 3~.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth ~.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
lenior Citizen year 
3O, OO 
DrHlah Communweatfil and 
Umlted States of America I 
SI.00. 
"BOx 399,:Terrace, B,C. 
VEG ~M9 
T;laphone: 
t t 24044~r~7 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terraco & District 
Thernhlll & Dlsfrld 
Phonei304307 
, : .  
June 2e...Loet meeting 
~fore S~mmor break to be 
held at Watson and Florle 
Botley's home. All Rebokah, 
Oudfttlows and the spa.usa 
welcome. ' - . .. 
Augmt 26;.,Rummage" Sale 
Ot Elks Hail from 10 til 2 p,m. 
Sept.:~13..~Flrat mEEting of 
, Fail' session. Presidents 
Visit, .-" 
November 4',:.Elks Haft Fall 
• Bazaar .  " 
TIh... Catholic : : Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will ,hold 
the Fall Bazaar .on Odobor 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S~.00 per 
;neartlan, over 20 words s 
cents per word. 
a or more consocutlve In- 
sortlans Sl.S0 per Insertlan. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
EOX NUMBERS: 
75 cants pick up. 
S1.~ mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY:.. 




22 ce~ts per agate line. 
Mlnlmum charge LS.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL-  POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
03.63 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per line per month. 
.On: • 4.mon.th b~sll only, 
. .  , ' ,  . 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pohlicatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day  prior to 
poblicatlon'day. 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING • DESCRIP- 
TIONS: " '  " 
No cherge provided .news  
submitted within me month. 
I[5.00 prodl~'tlon cha~fge for 
~ (write;ups) ~ received-,ons 
month or more efter ev~t 
$10.OO charge, .with or 
without picture. Sub]Kt to 
condknsetlon. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN-. " 
NOUNCEMENTS: :: 
Birth,'" ' , " 
Funerals .. . . S~0' 
CardsofThanks . - S.S0 
Menlor le l  Nof lcai . .  L S.50 
PHONE ~ 1 I i 
Is] your son Interested;. In 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop 1Is taking pre 
roglstratlun for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
IntereSted call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 435-3553. Fees will be 
120.00 per boy. Anyone In- 
terestod In helping with 
Scouts please call .  
,0TOE :! 
• INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Mnet every Tuesday nlgM of 
S In the Skeeaa Health Unit. 
For mere Information phone 
6304747.or 635-3023. : 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary .would appreciate. 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for i: their" 
THRIFT•SHOP. " " ' 
For pickup service phonc 
635-5320 or 6~-S23,1, or.leave 
donations at  th~ Thrift Shop 
.on i~azelle Ayenue on  
Saturdays •between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
yo u. (nc) 
Pregnant 'ancl in need of 
supp~? 
Call fo r  hel p -•-from Rtght.te- 
Life promoters: 
rise at 635.3104 ' 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the Iervlces offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhlll 
Reoreetlon Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap. 
polntment. 
. Babyslttera who brlng 
children must have parents 
written consent for i s .  
munlzatlun. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on .Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00.  4:10 p.m. by ap- 
poIntmant only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes oro held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant perenb. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing case In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4year old children. Held 
on third Monday. of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hear!ng screening 
clone. Please 'phone' for " 
appointment. 
PRENATAL.. BREATHING 
& RELAXING" EXERCISES 
Held avery. • Monday at. 
ternoon a.t Ii00.2:~0 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC" 
Held everi(M0nday at 3:20 
or by appolntL~t. 
SANITATION - 
The public heill .th Inspectors 
ore now' situated* In. Eby " 
Street. They wl!l be pleased 
to i l l t  with any sanitation 
woblems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Gralg Avenue. 
Hearing eats will be done by 
by referrali.from fami ly  
doctor'0r e~munlty h~tth 
nurse. '6~11ss. -~ 
LONG T-ERM CARE 
OffiCe at No.200,472! Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those ollglble for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDiCAPI=ED ' 
Office at :No. ,'20S.4721 
Lezel le. :  Tel  635-9196. 
.assessment. and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabllltatlon., done .by  
WANTED DONATIONS 
16, LOST : 
RAPE RELIEF 





A Heathor-Tartan Society Is 
bolng formed with the in- 
terest of prometlng Sceffish • 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
cantact Eleanor Halley at 
635-2456 as soon as possible. 
School District ~No. eg 
(Terrace) 
Help wanted Teaching 
Vacancies 
1. EngllIh teacher Skeena 
Junior Secondary ½ time 
posltlen. 
2. English teacher Caledonkl 
Senior Secondary .6 
assignment please •send 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  completed oppllceflen form 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 




For Immediate delivery • 
Septic System 
Specialists 




Odd lobs for the iobless. 





Hourly & Contract . 
~1S.3479 anytime 
(A J12) ' 
" RUPERT STEEL  & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass al l  
metals and battorlas. 
Location- Seal Cove 
Opan till S p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phene 424-S63t 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Qussmway Or. 
AILE  ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical '~d  Refrlgeratlm~ 
'~ad;  .' ' 
"House wir ing.  
(ctf) 
Lost from the 3300 Block of" 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635-2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
The Three Rfv~s WerkshoIT: 
for  the Handlcal~ped are Black male Cocker Spaniel 
Making for:doflatlons of any puppy, 3 months old, lost on 
' old, broken or used places o f  Gulf Course Road., Thernhlll 
, furniture, also any discarded June 17 call 635.)630 after 6 
wood products we could L~e or collect 849.5,127 reward 
for recyct)ng or renovating, offered. (c4.22) 
• Call us at ~N15-~18 hehvcen. 
ea.m.and 3 p.m., we will try l~- In  the Copper Moutaln 
to  make arrangements :for Dlstrlct, one black and white 
pickup, male cat wearing a yellow 
• ' " ~ collar with bell answers to 
:~ SKEENACENTRE 
Skeana :Centre off ir i  to the 
Senior . Citizens of the 
Tirrece and Tbornhlll area 
the tallowing services • . 
, Activity Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
. Day Care for working 
. l~ : , ,  tar>companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 84. 
Traesportatlm available. 
Centad Skeenavlev,° Lodge 
635-22dS - 
PARENTS" iN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life' and yo0r children's 
mlcareMe? I~  you con, 
atantly yell at.your c~lldran,. 
or hit them, or find H hard te 
control yobr angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.l.C.'a gaol Is tohelp you 
become the loving con .  
MructlVe parent you really 
• wantto l~.  ' , 
All Inqui res  abso!utely' 
confidential.. 
Phone Mary or John 635-~1£ 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drlnklng: Problem?: 
There I! hMp 
. AvallaMe.l.. ' 
the name of Chaser. 630.~80 
ask for Marie (c5-19) , 
.The tulip orlgmatsd in uen- 
tral Asia and gets its name 
from the Turkish word for 
turban. 
togother with supporting 
documents to Mr.. M, 
Borgsmo Plrector .of In- 
struction, Box 440, Terrace, 
B.C. VgG 4BS. Dudllne for 
submission to application of 
June 39, 1978 (c1-1~) 
Full or part-time. HemTs'~n 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training Is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
Chambermaid work. S3.S0 
per hour. Good working 
conditions. Accomodsllm 
provided. Call Alpine 
Village. at 403-852.3285 or 
write BCK 610 Jasper Alberta 
TOE 1E0. (pS-22) 
PARTTIME 
We require a represen 
taftve to servlce our EASY, 
OFF carpet care equip 
ment In the Terrac~ 
Klflmat end Prince Ruper 
area. This pesltlon will 
appeal to shift workers or 
anyone with 5 or 6 "week 
days free each month. 
Must have rellabh 
t ransporat lon .  
Remuneration Is bl 
commission plus ga! 
allowance. 
To arrange an intervle~ 
write to Mr. G. Soong, 
Household Rental Systems, 
2106 Front St., N. Van. 
couver, B.C. 
(cS.~) 
19~ H~.da Clylc. E x.tr.as 
Inciudei " radio .end 'ta~ 
deck, driving llghts, 2 wlnter 
fires. Asklng 04,000. Week- 
days call 638-1221 after S and 
weekends. 635.3324 (p5-21) 
1978-C.B. 400 Honda Hawk 
Type I. Must sell owner 
leaving town. Phone 635.7091 
ask for Bah. 4706 Graham. 
1977 Hondo 750. Excellent 
shape. Best offer. Phone 
635-5638 (p5-1) 
Studio knitting machine and 
• tame lessons available. 
Phone 630-3010 (I)3:20).. 
21;:' the last ' Saturday. In . Carol at 635.S136 
Octoli', at verites Hail;: .Janne at 635.4503 Phone630-S636 
• ' . . . . .  . ~ ALCOHOLICS' 
C4hhmnla, Christie" School ,~l~,ea.:Dlstrlct Girl ~G~ltCl~s ANONYMOUS ' 
Graduation program for ~_'~n~!~f ~ ~n~Un~anmer .M~_ In~s: . .  . . . . .  
Grade 7 Wed..June 20 7.30 ot~n n~ . v -  man.:  a:au p.m. uniTeD 
- - -  ~ 'M ' - -  " ' too l - ' : - "  Compsny In the Thornh!ll chw~h . 'L 
~,~':~.w.,P:m,~l'n~ . " . : :  area, :Olrts between the:igel .. ~'Thurs, or Sat. 8:30 p.m: Mills 
.- ~,- . . . . .  .--,,.-v. of 14 and: 10 ~vho" a re  In. "Memorial Hoipltel. : : 
. forested pied'as call 435.3061 Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
' ' or'638-1269 (ctf) 10:00 to noon. Lokelse Hotel, 
'].. ~ ' ' . ' ' . ,  " Wo lgMWetchor lmcot ln I~.  ' :,. './:.'..,.:.. . . . .  
"::;. : ' ; ;  • ' ' .. ' : ' :  • Mldevery Tu l~ ly  at/.'p,m,. Ip B.ulglwla;!t wss eomidsred' 
rI ~ '~,  .I. ' ''k " ' ,~".;;. . 'M:the Knox UnltId Chwch' ned roCK sor. boiling milk to 
.:".~;:; • ii ~ i, :- :k : :H i l l ,  of 07 LIIIIle:AvInuO. spil l  over In to . the ' f i r , ; '  
• , * , .o  
Kenmore heavy duty 
' washer and dryer. Excellent 
condition. Asking $4,50 for 
set and a stand.up stereo 
$200. Call 638-1221 weekdays 
or weekends or after S 635- 
3324 (p5-21) 
4AT Trackers on lax10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
S0~ (ctf) 
16' Factory built tilt trailer 
vdth free boat SlSO Phone 
638.1966 (c3.20) 
0graphic Seleofion of 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Grelg Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
avallahle. Phone 63.5.7266. 
(cff) 
To give away 4 kittens, 2 
Mack male and 2 calico 
females. House trained. 
Great entertainment. No. 23 
North Kalum Trailer Park. 
Phone 638-1785 eves. (p3-19) 
Horse to sale: 6 year old 
Welsh pony more. Asking 
0300 Phone 635-7704 (p5.21) 
1975 Relnell 21' cabin 
cruiser. 17SOMC with 302 
Ford engine. CB, depth 
sounder, compass, tandum 
bed trailer, and many ex- 
tras. Firm $12,000. 633-2332. 
!(c10-19) 
IFor~,, Sate. 22' K&C cabin 
~ulser, ~1 cu.in. 888 leg - 10 
H.P. outboard - trim tabs. 
VHF . CB - tape deck . 
recording depth sounder. 
compass, anchor- 2 down 
riggers -stove - Ice box - sink 
• head - price $13,000. 635-6126 
or 635-3575 after 6 (c5-19) . 
'For Sale: 22' cabin cruiser. 
Plywood, fibreglass and 
mahoganey finish. 3 way 
fridge and stove. 638-8348 
(ps-19) 
24' boat, Inboard, CB, depth 
sounder, fishing gear. 
Commercial C Ilcence. 
~Ice $5500. Phone 
wil l  trade for pickup truck 
24' Relnoll Command Bridge 
Flbreglass Cruiser with 
traller,~; Excellent condition. 
Full~:~l~ded with': bver~.4o ..... 
olPtlo~s. 15,000. Phone 635-": 
4716 eves. (p5.21) 
20' flbrogless over plywood 
hull for sale. AskJng $500 
Phone 635-9488 (p~0-15) 
Fontane fifth wheel on four 
foot slide 16" dry type air 
cleaner, 220amp Forney gas 
driven welder w.lth 3500 watt 
built in power unit. 849.5349 
(c6-19) 
D6 (9U) good condition, With 
winch, blade and RaP 
canopy. Phone between 8 
p.m. and 8 a,m. 695-6382 or 
Box 553 Burns Lake, B.C. 
(pS-19) 
Rooms to Rent: Kitchen and 
laundry facllitiee. Phone. 
638-1896 (eS-~0) 
He who carries in his pocket 
a piece of wood splintered 
off by lightning is believed by 
some to have great strength. 
/Jl 1978 MAZOA,o.,ns,o., 
1069 I 1074 I 1.gT3 r ,R.D[1074 MAZDA 
VOL"WAnONI DATSUN PU I pnr@ I moo FU 
2 dr .~  I ;~';~tati'on Wagon I With GEM " ! with Box U.-- I I top.nopy 
$1,190 l ug0  I ,= oo I 
1913 DATSUN 
010 SW ' 





All Radial Tires 
'Uoo 
1974 DODGE 197i MAXDA IN4 OLDS'S 1972 DATSUN 1914 
~'~C-ou PLYMOUTH MONAGO 4 Door ; 2 dr. Auto 4 Dr. 
4 Dr. H,T., 2 
' 2 J  • '2 J  $200] . $1 
.1974_ ~i'~ 1973 M~DA 
19/I FORD 1974 MAZDA 0041 DA~l le_~l~,  RX24L~,t'kSdn, Lo~l ,~ gs, !t744 Dr.VALLIANTscamp 
FI00 PICKUP Station Wagon . 2 .'OYfl.~f. Lik," new. 
• 'I 60 s2 J  '990 s | j  '2,296 
m,mmmmm.m,m mm. . imi .mi  .immimmm~m. 1974 D ATSUmI I I I I I~  
19&2 WILLYS I PU Wtth [ '1974 MAZDA I~1 
JEEP STATION WAGON Low mileage ~ '  As Is Canopy. ,. 'H0 '600 ExceIIs.t 
' . , D O  ' 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
in bench area. Available 
July 1st. References 
required. Phone 635.3971 
(cff) 
For Rent In Thornhlll. 1 
bedroom furnished house. 
Phone 635.5775 in Kalum 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 





Lake Drlve. land 2bedreem Some people used to believe 
furnished house phone • that staring ot cand ies  
5874 (p2-22) would strengthen the eyes. 
Do It Now 
lWduminum 
Sheets 
31" x 31" 
lZ ,h.,, o.l,. 3,76 
TIlE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. TerrHe 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. ' 
If you are In or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
IxJslness be oneof the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: .~,.: .:. :'l.i,:~ .~!-•:-~,;,:--C~.~,,~. ~. ;:
PrlnceGeorge, 6.C. or . . . . . .  i~one:; ....... ~T,~l~l*" "  lil70'; 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
3. Full line of related products 
4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(ctt.T) 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Ubrary idditiem 
~aled Tenders marked "Tender for the 
District of Terrace Library Addition" will 
he received at the office of the Municipal 
Administretsr up to 4:00 p.m. (P.S.T.) July 
14thl 1978. 
Contract documents may be examined et 
the Prince George Construction 
Association, Prince Rupert Construction 
Association, Terrace-Kitimat Construction 
Association, Amalgamated Construction 
Association in Vancouver, and the Bulkiey 
Valley-Lakes District Construction 
Association. ', 
Contract documents may be obtained at the 
District of Terrace Administration Office, 
151o. 5.3215 Eby StreEt, Terrace, B.C. on or 
after June 23, 1970, upon deposit of $25.00 
which is refundable on return of the 
documents in good condition within one 
month from the date of tender opening. 
All tenders must be accompanied by a Bid 
Deposit Bond or Certified Cheque endorsed 
to the District of Terrace for ten percent (10 
percent) of the amount of the Bid, which 
will be forfeited i f  the party tendering fails 
to enter into the contract when requested 
within thirty (30)days. The successful 
bidder will be required to exchange this for 
a fifty percent (50 percent) Performance 
Bond at signing of contract. 
A complete list of sub.h'tndes shall ac. 
company tenders. The District reserves the 
right to reject any sub-trades es submitted 
andaccopt the next lowest sub.trade price. 
The lowest or any  tender will not 
necessarily be accepted, but all bidders will 
be notified within 30 days after the close of 
tender of the results of this tendering. 
• JUNE 23,1978 
E.R. HALLSOR, ADMINISTRATOR 
• DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
No. 5 .  3215 Eby  Street 
TERRACE,  B.C.  VSG 2X6 
i'll i! 
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JFor Sale: 3 bedroom split~ For Sale Prime Tire 
Jlevet - bench area. 4 years I Business with gas service 
Jleft at 10V~ percent I etc. • 4 bedroom home, 
Jassumable mortgage. More I completely furnished, lV= 
|information 635-3320 after 51 bath, many extras, situated 
Jp .m. (p10.10) ] 68 miles north of Terrace. Apply C. Ritter, Box 103, 
Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (ctf) 
Modern three bedroom home 
for sale. New flooring. 
Large landscaped lot. 
Greenhouse, garder~ spot, 
additional buildings. 
Queensway area. Asking 
$25,000. Wlll~ accept 1974 Pontiac Fireblrd. 
reasonable offer. Call 638. Excellent condition. Tape 
deck, radio etc. Asking 
$3,500 638-1507 (C4-22) 1260 anytime. (c10-21) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm Jul 10) 
3 bedroom home on 
Skoglund. Large garden 
area tully wired, party 
finished basement, enclosed 
ga'age, fridge, stove, drapes 
Included. 635-9277 (.o5-22) 
For ~le: 2 bedroom house 
basement unflnbhnd. Wood 
stove plus eleclHc heat. 5311 
I-~pple 635.9488 (plm 1u115) 
3 bedroom house in town. 
Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
Asking ~1,000. Full 
basement. Phme 635.7796 
(p5-22) 
For Sale: By owner. Duplex 
in town, close to scbools, 2 
bedrooms, fireplace, full 
basement. Phone 635-5233 
after 5 p.m. (p4-22) 
For Sale by owner, Duplex, 
in town, close to nchcols, 
carport. 2 bedrooms up- 
stairs, 2 bedrooms down- 
stairs. 1V~ bathrooms. 
Phone 635-5233 after S p.m. 
(p4-22) " 
Abbotsford Area; $55,000 
fully furnished. 2 level home 
and paved carport. 
Fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 
living, dining, kitchen and 
covered patio area up. 
Lower level contains bar, 
fireplace, pool table, 
enlarged rec room, plus 
extra space for bedroom, 
washing area and ample 
storage. Landscaped with 
bearing fruit trees. 2165 
Beaver St., Clearbrook, B.C. 
Phone E.W. (Pop) Mitchell 
853-0379 (c2.19-22) 
Single Parent and child wish 
to share a house with mature 
people who enjoy children. 
Phone 635.2424 9a.m. - 4 p.m. 
635-7728 anytime. (c5.19) 
Couple with small child wish 
to rent house, trailer or 
cabin. Phone Jack at 638-, 
8101. Local 56 or leave 
message. (c6.22) it 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, .will 
maintain, wi l l l~ to rent or 
le~se, references, security 
deposit, mature family of 
three. Refer inquirim to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, 
B.C. (eft) 
Female, 22, wants to rant 
furnished apt. or Imsement 
suite or wlll share wlth 
same. Phme 635-3016 (p5-22) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. One with creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 AnderSon Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B.4 phone 
339-4736 (cS0-Julyl) 
Acreage fOr sale: .13B acres 
on Hwy. 16,'14 miles east of 
New Hazelton (look for "For 
Sale Slgns on Hwy.) 50 acres 
Hay and graM, 60 ;acres 
pasture. Fenced and 
crosssfenced. Creek, good 
spring water, nearly tlnlshed 
1750 sq. ft. log home. 30x40 
barn. Asking $79,000. 
Negotiable for quick sale. 
R.D. Castle, Box 204, New 
Hazelton. (p3.9,14,19) 
For Sale: 1.5 acres. All year 
spring fe d creek. Very 
secluded and nicely treed 
one mile from town. Asking 
$11,900. Write Box 7t4, 
Terrace. (p3.19) 
For 'Sale: 10 acres in Old 
Remo. Barn,'wlth livestock, 
greenhouse In V~ acre of 
garden. Small cabin. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
S16,000 Contact T. Stevens, 
, Box.664, Terrace, B.C. (p20. 
Build your home/among 
1974 Toyota Land Cruiser 
4x4, 38,000 miles. Very good 
condition. Phone 635-9219 
(c4.22) 
1974 Ford Window Van. 302 
va, 'p.s., p.b., carpeted, 
drapes, new tires, passenger 
bench. Must sell phone 632- 
3872 (c5:1) 
69 El Camlno, good conditlo~ 
$1,500638-8101 Loc. 12 or 635- 
4716 e~es. (p5-22) 
1973 Toyda Celica ST 4 
speed trans, AM- FM radio, 
tape deck 45000 miles, Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 638- 
8244 (p3-20) 
74 Flat station, wagon 
sale, good runnlng condition. 
Call 635.9444 or 638.1418 (p5. 
19) 
1964 Mercedes Benz in 
running condition. Call 635- 
6277 between 8-12, 1.5 (c5-19) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asl~lng $i000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaskl like new 
asking $1,000 638J.63 (cff) 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Delivery 
To Your Location 
are now available on our 
lovely 14 wide and 
doublewide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, 
and we custom build to 
suit. Government grant of 
$2500 applicable. Expense 
paid fare Vancouver . 
Return. For free credit 
check and approval please 
•one collect 




Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinef 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm-Ju 17) 
SEALED TENDERS will 
be received by the District 
Forester at Prince Rupert, 
B.C., not later than 11 a.m. 
on Tuesday July 25, 1978, for 
for ' the purchase of Licence A- 
09927, to cut 506,800 c.f. of 
Spruce, Balsam, Lodgepole 
Pine, Cedar, Hemlock and 
trees of other species. 
Located approximately 22 
miles east of New Hazelton 
Cassiar. 
Two (2) years will be 
allowed for removal of 
timber. 
As this area,is within the 
Skeena PSYU, which Is fully 
committed, this sale will be 
1969 Dodge V= T PU, V8, 4 awarded 
speed trans, posi trac dif- 
ferential. New rea.r tires, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
5339 (ctf) 
1974 International Logging 
Truck V12, 44000 Eaton Rear 
ends. 1974 Brentwood 
Trailer, scales. Phone 842. 
~9 (c5-21)' 
56' Safeway doublewide. 
Includes all major ap. 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedrooms, 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 




CEMENT WaR K, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
up and fully skirted in 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trailer Park) 
Phone 635.9429. (df) 
Abraham Lincoln was clean. 
shaven until he was 51 years 
old. 
What better way is there to sa i l s?  your fam- 
ily's "sweet tooth" and still balance your  meals 
nutr it ional ly than with rice desserts? Ranging 
from the simple to the elaborate, desserts made 
with rice and milk (and often eggs and/or fruit) 
usually contain less sugar than many other 
sweets. And few, if any, desserts are as easy 
i and "fool -proof"  to prepare. 
@ ~'~ "==~0' When a recipe calls for cooked rice, any type I ~ Fote l~ or form of rice may be used successful ly (rag- 
Timber Sale ular milled, parboiled, brown, or precooked). 
LlcenceA-09927 Just fo l low package directions to obtain the 
quantity needed for  the recipe. In recipes 
which speci fy  uncooked rice, adjustment of the 
amount of l iquid and cooking t ime may be 
necessary if you prefer a form of rice other than 
the one indicated. 
Most  rice packages have easy to fo l low di-  
rections for  preparing perfect rice. In the ab- 
sence of package directions, the same high 
quality product can be obtained by using the 
fol lowing method(s): 
1 cup uncooked rice 
2 cups l iquid for regular milled white rice 
(2,~ cups for parboiled rice and 
brown rice) 
1 tablespoon butter or margarine 
1 teaspoon salt 
under the 
provisions of section 17 (la) Combine ingredients in a 3-quart saucepan. 
of the 'Ministry of Forests BringtoaboiI.Stironceortwice.Lowerheatto 
Act, which gives the timber simmer. Cover with a t ight-f itt ing lid or heavy- 
sale applicant certain duty foil. Cook, wi thout  removing lid, 15 rain- 
privileges. Particulars may be ob- uses (20 to25  minutes for parboiled rice; 45 
talned from the District minutes for brown rice). If rice is not quite ten- 
Forester, Market Place, der or l iquid is not absorbed, replace lid and 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 1B9 cook 2 tO 4 minutes longer. 
or the Forest Ranger, Box 
215, Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO. Oven Method: Use boil ing liquid. Place ingre- 
(c4-14,19,2,7) dients in a baking pan or dish; stir. Cover t ight-  
ly and cook at 350 ° for 25 to 30 minutes (30 to 
40 minutes for parboiled rice; 1 hour for brown 
rice). 
For Dder Rice: Fluff l ightly with a fork and iet 
stand, covered, 5 to lO minutes. 
.by...the District Forester, . . . . . .  . 
Ministry of Forests, PHnce" . . . .  Pre-cooked RIce: Fd l0w package dirbc~tidns. 
Rupert, B.C., on the dates 
@ Pm~nmot M~I~Wo# 
~ forints 
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031-10-3 JS 
Located Ski Hill Area No. 1 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 30.93 
Viewing date July 7 1978, 
leaving Ranger Station at 
For sale: or Rent: 9:00 a.m. 
12x68 house NOTE: Viewing of the 
trailer wit  also conslder stand tending site prior to 
taking a smaller trailer as submitting a tender for this 
part payment. For further contract Is mandatory. 
"Information please phone Deadline for receipt of 
635-7878 (c10-1) tenders is 3:30 p.m. July 13, 
1978. 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', Tenders must be sub- 
two bedroom semi.furnished mltted onthe form and in'the 
Safeway trailers. Complete envelopes supplied wblch, 
with axles, wheels, fuel with particulars, may be 
tanks and blocking. Asking obtained from the Forest 
$6,000 each. Call 636.2660 J. 
Hutchings, Box 727, Stewart, from the District Forester, 
B.C. (plm.10) Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
10'x50' 2 bedroom tJraJler for The lowest or any tender 
sale. Set.upinU'aller gaunt, will not necessarily be ac- 
Large jooy shack, cepted. 
reasonable offers accepted (e5.|) 
for quick sale. Phone 635- 
5582 (e~-20) 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set up and del ivered 
trades welcome " 
Phone Collect 591-510! 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (sff) 
For Sale: 13' Holiday 
trail~, gxeeil*nt ~ndltim. 
best offer. Phone 635-6628 
(pe-=o) 
24' bus motor home, unit 
completely rebuilt, new 
motor, tires - has to be seen 
to be appreciated. Phone 
635.3692 (c5-21) 
Uonel hardtop tent trailer In 
mint condition. Sleeps 8, c.w 
furnace, 3 way frldge, closet, 
stove, canopy. Phone 635- 
3436 (p32.19) 
16' Travel trailer with frldge, 
stove, toilet, spare tire. $1600 




Antiseptic Healing Lotion 
for the relief of psoriasis,. 
minor burns, Insect bltos~ 
and skin abraslons. 
regular household item. 
Useful in every first.aid 




Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, Clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open to offers, G. Wnrnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, • B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
"Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set Up and skirted in 
trailer court In town. WIll 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
For Sale: 12x56 Duchess 
trailer partly furnished with 
10x20' lady shack. 635.5100 
(p5.1) 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking For Sale: Mobile home 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635- extra large lot mobile home 
5102 after 6 and weekends, ready to build onto many 
extras for more Information 
For Sale: V= acre lot along 638.1507 (c4.22) 
Queensway in Thornhill. 
Well treed on fertile land. 
Sepflctnnkandwlel. Asking The Eskimos have 12 words 
$8,500,638-1036 (plO.1) for "snow," 
__  t , . 
Cooking Yields of Rice: 
1 cup uncooked regular milled white rice 
yields 3 or more cups 
1 cup uncooked parboiled rice yields 
3 to 4 cups 
1 cup uncooked brown rice yields 
3 to 4 cups 
1 cup pre-cooked rice yields 1 to 2 cups 
Reheating Rice: For each cup of cooked rice, 
add 2 tablespoons of liquid. Cover and heat 4 to 
5 minutes on top of range or in oven. In micro- 
wave oven, cook about 1'~ minutes per cup, us- 
The first drinking chocolate 
was reputed ly  sold in 
England in the 17th century, 
having been imported from 
the West Indies. 
ing high heat. ~ . . . . . . .  j ; .  ~ , , . . . .~  wH, J,,s lW~_l 
~ - "  "P~7,~- =~- , - '~ '  ~ ~, -o j : . . -  ~ _c . ( _~.~- . . .~r~.~v/z~,  :1 
~.~ -~Oo '~, . . Jo  o _~_ ~'.7...~. ,-~J~ ~_~/ t - - - -~_¢- - - - - '~_ |  • 
J r _ *¶~* ..... " • - "  - - , -T  -- 
A two day old gazelle ©an outrun a full-grown horse. 
den Spike Days. June 24-July 2, 
TOURISTALK 
FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
WORLD TOURS BY B.C. 
By Shirley Guth 
June 26-3011978 House, June 30, at 2114 W. 4th, 
No passports, no jet lag. Just forlrishmusic, dancingandfood: 
easy. country-hopping this week. doors open at 2 p.m. 
Shop for Irish linen, munch When night falls, the curtain 
Polish sausage, listen to a steel rises on the Show Boat at Kit- 
band--all in B.C.--as ethnic silbno Beach June 26~ 28 and 30 
groups provlnce-wide begin for a series of colorful stage 
celebrating Canada Week. shows starting at 6:30. 
If it's June 26-July 3, it's Over in Burnaby, the James 
Belgium--and India, Hungary, Cowan Theatre presents folk 
Norway and Poland--at Vic- dances free, June 30, at 8 p.m. 
toria's Inter-Cultural Yillage. During the day, browse through 
Ethnic foods, handicrafts, arts the folk.art exhibit in the theatre 
and entertainment transform lobby. 
Centennial Square on Govern- 
ment St. into a global village: a 
German chalet stands a yodel 
away from a Filipino casa, a 
Norwegian log cabin hunkers 
near a Chinese pagoda. 
Bag lunches in the square taste 
better with daily noontime nter- 
tainment; evenings sparkle with 
dancers and singers in vivid 
national costumes. 
Each day brings sometlling 
Then full-steam ahead with a 
member of the great family of 
Canadian Pacific steam locus that 
puffed their way across Canada in 
the 1930's. Hop aboard the 
"Royal Hudson", leaving the 
B.C. Railway station in North 
Vancouver at 10 a.m., for a chug 
along spectacular Howe Sound to 
the Squamish International Festi- 
val, June 30-July 2. 
Trees towering above the blue 
where the "Last Spike Saloon", 
museum railway exhibit and 
spike-driving contest eom- 
memorate CP Rail's 1886 linking 
of east and west at Cranbrook. 
Be on hand early June 24 for 
the Firemen's Pancake Breakfast 
and opening ceremonies with 
musket and canon firing, then 
climb atop a British double- 
decker for a ride to Rocky Point 
Park and the noon bathtub races. 
Greet "Capt. Cook" when he 
arrives on a 12-metre sailing ves- 
sel June 25 at 10 a.m.; then act 
like a kid at the afternoon Cbil- 
dren's Picnic. After sundown, 
drop by the "Last Spike Saloon" 
at the Curling Rink for dancing 
and entertainment. 
And at the province's opposite 
ends this week, twoCanada ~'eek 
Celebrations: Grand Forks, June 
24-July 1, and Kitimat, June 
26-30 with a behind.the-scenes 
look at native Indian culture. 
Floats and bands get things rol- 
ling in the downtown Grand Forks 
parade at 11 a.m., June 24. Next 
day, hot dogs for everyone at the 
Family Picnic in City Park; that 
evening in the park, the 
Doukhobor choir sings under the 
stars in Russian and English. 
Throughout he week, open- 
house at the Fire Hall and a round 
special: puppet and magician's waters below make the scenery on of dances, sports events and zany 
shows on Children's Day, June. this two-hour trip Canada's most contests, including an "Almost 
27, free coffee for seniors, June beautiful. BCR strongly recom- Anything Goes" contest at the 
28, soul food at the Black mends making reservations early Arena Monday evening and Open 
People's Hut when black British 
Columbians celebrate the 120th 
year of their "discovery" ofB.C. 
with American jazz, Caribbean 
cuisine and an African slide show, 
June 30. And on "Capl. Cook" 
Day, June 29, a lot of British 
Isles' music. 
It's smooth sailing over to 
Vancouver for "Folkfest's'.' sec- 
ond week, June 26-July 3, when 
visitors can hop a new late-night 
for the holiday weekend at 
987-5211. 
In Squamish, Scandinavian 
and Dutch-costumed girls greet 
youi" train with directions to the 
.elementary school and a mosaic 
of displays, international foods, 
crafts and entertainment. 
Just time to browse over 
exhibits, including one on Capt. 
Cook's British hometown, and 
snack on German rye-bread-and- 
Talent Show Tuesday evening. 
Come out to the Yale Hotel We.d- 
nesday night and meet visiting 
hockey and curling celebrities at 
the "Sportsmen's Dinner". 
And about 30 kilometres west 
of Kitimat, special Haisla cere- 
monies mark the Kitlmaat Village 
opening, June 30. Tourists are 
welcome at the Indian dancing 
!:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., the 
totem-pole dedication at 2 p.m. 
ferry. From June 29 to Sept. 5, sausage before boarding the and, Saturday and Sunday, at 
there is an extra night run, leaving "'Hudson~for the 1:45 p,m, re- ~.native.ludian arts.and.crafts ~dis- 
Swartz Bay at 10:15 p.m., with a ,turn ~ o :  ~ ~ ~ ~ i  . ,~~: .~ , 
, ' return, sailing .to. ~d' Islantt'.at:, F r o ~ ~ ' ~ ~ i  ~ ~. ' .~ i .~Pt"  [ ~  ~: 
12:15 a.m. ' ' it's jtis't 30 "minutes along" High'-"' :tJlig"~V~e~]~'i:igfit he/'e a! l i0~.  ' 
In Vancouver, Irish eyes smile way 7A to some down-home Discover what in the world is 
at visitors attending their Open Canadima t Port Moody's Gel- happening in B.C. ' 
Discover British Columbia 
A TRAVEL FEATURE FROM TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA 
by Ben J. Pires GARDEN WITH A DIFFERENCE 
Hybrid Rhododendrons . .  ' : .  : :  :,~ i/ : ~ 
"True" cedars from Lebanon, 
the Atlas Mountains and the 
Himalayas. 
Giant Sequoias, California's big 
and tall trees. 
Rare Franklinia latamaha from 
Altamahu River, Georgia. 
Fine ornamental plants, said to 
be too tender for Canada's climate, 
from Chile and New Zealand. 
Pacific dogwood, British Col- 
umbia's floral emblem.. 
And studies in stone, created by 
sculptors from around the world. 
These are some of the delights of 
Vancouver's VanDusen Botanical 
Display Garden, thanks to a mild 
climate and genemus individuals 
led by W. J. VanDusan. 
The 22.2-hectare horticultural 
and botanical research centre, on a 
sandy ridge in southwest Van- 
couver, exhibits over 6,000 
varieties of native and exotic 
plants. 
The mind-puzzling stone 
sculptures that supplement that bo- 
tanical display are the result of a 
"Symposium in Stone" held to 
mark ~the opening of the garden 
three :~ears,ago, when 12 sculptors 
from around the world including a
husband-and-wife team gathered to 
chip away at their stone creations. 
The plants in the gardens are 
grouped in settings that show their 
botanical relationships, geographic 
origin and aesthetic value. 
There is a heather garden, where 
Ericaceae's many types grow, 
suggesting locations from a crof- 
ter's cottage to a stark moorland. 
Here, the Calluna, or Scotch 
Heather, blooms from August 
un~,ard. 
,~he Rosaceae section--crops 
such as apples, pears, plums, 
peaches, nectarines, apricots, 
cherries, raspberries and strawber- 
ries belong here--includes the tiny 
Ac~ena microphylla (New Zealand 
bur) and the large Prunus erotina 
(Black Cherry). 
The pinetum includes the Pinus, 
artistata (Bristlecone Pine), a 
species containing some of the 
world's oldest plants, such as the 
Yuccas and Ponderosa Pine, among 
other semi.desert plants. 
Other collections on display in- 
clude junipers, maples, camellias, 
bamboos, dogwoods, viburnums, 
Malus, Prunus, magnolias, 
~ododendmas nd Taxodiaceae. 
Some areas of the garden are ar- 
ranged according to the plants' 
geographic origins. 
The Eastern North America sec- 
tion has mostly deciduous 
hardwood trees, such as Gymnoe- 
ladus dioicus, the "Kentucky 
Coffee Tree", while conifers 
dominate the Pacific Northwest 
Flora site. 
The Cedrus collection represents 
the Mediterranean region. 
The Southern Hemisphere Flora 
area includes the Monkey Puzzle 
Tree from Chile and various pecies 
of Hebe from New Zealand. The 
latter flower in autumn, when few 
of our northern hemisphere shrubs 
are in bloom. 
Aesthetic factors, such as forml 
texture and color, are considered 
before any seedling is planted. And 
the art of functional landscaping is
evident hroughout. 
The garden contains raised 
flower beds for the handicapped in 
wheelchairs, a Fragrance Garden 
for the blind to enjoy, a Winter 
Garden and a Formal Garden 
, showing the ordered symmetry of 
the classical style of landscape de- 
sign, in contrast o the softer 
romantic style of the Heather 
Garden. 
A special attra~:tion is the Mac. 
Millan Blcedel Place, which gives 
visitors a way of learning about he 
nature of things in'our forests by 
offering a wide variety of experi- 
ences: turning on the sun in a 
simulation of the photosynthesis • 
process, making the wind blow to 
demonstrate how pollen is carded 
from tree to tree, and a host of other 
teaching machines that provide in- 
formation and test knowledge of the 
various aspects of forest life. 
The rapidly developing arden i~ 
only half complete. Yet it boasts of 
a well-equipped laboratory, an in- 
teresting library with over 600 
books on horticulture, a popular 
and impressive ducational' pro- 
gram ranging from one-day sea. 
siena on pruning to an evening 
series on home landscaping, a Gar- 
den Pavilion with a gift shop and 
eafe, and regularly scheduled tours 
by volunteer guides. 
There is a variety of experiences 
to be gained at the garden, and 
learning is the most rewarding. 
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNEP.8, 
IM$ 
What kind of day will 
temorrow be? To find out what 
the stsrs sy, rced the forso~t 
iPvso |or ~ blr~ S~n. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. SO) 
you may not have the in. 
centive to try to aecornpl/sh the 
extrset~liusry now. ~t n bit el 
extra thought ~lvd~ to the 
future could completely r~an~e 
our perspective -- and 
to your amblU0ns anew, 
TAURUS 
(A~r. 11 to May 21) 
.... Yourkdkidual : 
*Horoscope 
: Fruces Dnke 
dis~overe'(l~ Apply-- brakes 
sensibly in pleasures, risky 
activities. 
SAGITYARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
Do not go overboard inyour 
enthusiasms. Look well before 
you invest ime, tslmts, mosey. 
But neither be so fearful that 
Wins the Game, you miss advantages and pass over good buys. 
Loses the Man 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
if you do not noUco nv Abig all Van Buren errors 8nd where you miss _7  
chances for "little" guin~ you o tom ~f C~,800 TfllNno.N.Y. News eIMd, iMo 
DEAR ABBY: I'm an attractive girl who likes spor~, 
AQUARIUS : ~  and I'm ezceptiounlly ..g~l at them. When I .compete with 
(Jan. 2t to Feb. 19) a man I usually win, but i ts  a bitter victory oeceuse item 
You may have to deal with then on, t~e fellow I beat promptly loses interest in 
"odd" some or unreasonable me--romantically. 
persons. Be tactful if you would It happens every time, Abby. When a z compe~s 
learn how to "communicate 'e with me and loses, his ego takes a beating, and no .n~n,.ze 
and solve differences, inclined to get turned on by a woman who's athleticauy 
superior to him, 
PISCES I would like a romance, but I also like to win. Will 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X~ romance ver bloom ff I keep winning? To lose e game or 
Read Aquarius. Your outlook lose a boyfriend--that's he .choice. What do you way? 
similar. Seek to know all you LIKESTOWIN 
can about hose with whom you 
DEAR LIKES: Always play to win. A real man wUl 
enjoy the dudlense. And thoan who would.loan interest.in 
you romantically beceuss they lost aren't men, they*re 
crybabies. 
THE HERALD, Tuesday, June 27, 1970, PAGE IS 
ITEI.m= .................. BEGIsTEII I .  
! P ilJa6 F011 VOUI S,illlle I I - ALL|VS LEAGUES NOWt" 
~////////////////////~///////////////////~~/////////////~/~//~/--- 
• B .G.  
Jotm ham 
! . . . . .  
I=UPA J -~~_~ Vx~' , IM .~. I  . - . , - "  
: 
the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  By Stan Lee and John Romita 
P~, ~OM'~ ~IA~OL.I~AI. F~LAN, ~1~1~ 
15 FINALLY ,°I£~Z~JA~-~ TO 4/MMA.~I~... 
~ONLY BY'  AeAN{;~ONIN~ T 'V~ TR]C-~ • THE 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have a.3-year~ld 
daughter whom we adore• We were unable to have more 
children, so we adopted "A" -a  ~-year-old gir.l who had 
been in several foster homes before we get her.  
The problem is that we honestly don.'t feel ~e  , .same 
about "A" no we do about our own ctnla. "'A wmnes 
constantly and seems generally dissatisfied and contrary. 
(When I~m holcung her she wants "down," and when she's 
down she whines until I pick her U l~.l . . . . . .  
Our own child is always cooperauve ann mvame...~y 
husband and I feel guilty for our thoughts. Is it,natur~ for 
parents to favor their own child over one who e aaopuear 
And can parents be blamed for favoring the child who's 
more cooperative and lovable? . . .  . . . . .  
I can't sign this for obvious reesons, ?u~ z need to gno~ u 
other adoptive parents feel as we do'~ .aria what can no CATFISH 
done about it. 
DEAlt  FEELING: Whether the child is your own flesh [ ,~-x -~- '~ ' " I ~ E ( ~  ~L~:~ il~ TP Ib .~X~ l . " I 
needs yo~ inve the m~• E~n't fe.e.! ~dCy ~ n?a~ 
emotions. Ask the agency from w~l~ you re~We~otm 
adopted child if they p~ovide co unssli~, for this promem~ 
(It's not unenmmou.) Or write to rarems Anonymous, ~zu 
Artanht Wed., Redondo Beech, CeliL 90278 for the address 
of a chapter near you. ~ : ~  , ~  ~_..) ~'t/" ""~" " ~ . . /l' 
Sharing your experiences and fealinge with other 
parents who have learned how to deal with "unlovable 
shlidren" can bring b le .d  relief, And ideuse let me know. ~ ~ ~ 0  ~)  
--,v;.~///~.////~.~, q 
[ STEAKS from $2  11491 
B.~'AK - A ' J L  --m~ ~ Open until 10 p.m, Friday and Saturday . I '  
I r *  4._,,,,,,736 LAKELS..~E. PHONE 6351"7977 " • 
ay nocera v  t, Petemm • 
the outcome. I cere Ib"7 - - • .." ~ . . . .  k~ ~, , :  
:" DEAR ABBY'i Yesterday'atthe neighborhood beaut, L ~  ~ . ". _ -  "~:": . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , I 
shop which I patronized forye~s ,, I was irked by ~e new 
operator who cUd my hair. ~ne cue a 8ooa 3oo, un~ wnan ene 
finished, she said, "Fnatwill be $10, plus $2 for the tip." 
Is it accepted procedure in some ~e.~ to e.tate thetlp. 
expected? I have never encounterea this uezore ann tc 
plannnn°yed me.Unlace youtollm_e the. t.I lua offcen~.r, here, I t s  speak ~ he manager about his. rernape sr, e a n w Enjoy Bill ia. s?, Visit Rod's Bdlardb. l 
t~7 Sh.~t peukez ~nd Johnny hut 
  ,yXadm 
Stellar ir4inmces unbelt s. will Wohably not see the big 
need for added vigor in your • ones..Be alert. 
thrust fctwurd, but be careful 
not to aUenate amoclates. 
Tendenc ies  toward  
ove~veness  prevail 
(M~, 22 to June 31) 
Sometimes your in. 
Ululvenens gets you into 
but some sparer.the. 
moment activities launched 
now could have mrwkl~y 
(J,no n to J,Ly u) 
Pcrdstmes will be the ke~ to 
sdund~ your pe~s)nal in- 
terests. Keep trying and frknds deal, their feelings m various 
will ndly 'round and ~lve their subjects, and express yourself 
pradsely but considerately. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) YOU BORN TODAY are as 
You may be quite certain to extremely conservative and 
your mind as to exactiy how you idealistic individual. Too 
intend to handle things, but it sensWveattin~bewevcr, you 
wouldn't hurt to get an0tha~'s are anally hurt and may be 
viewpoint. Some interesting indined to carry 8rndies. Try 
new concepts could results. , to curb! You have a lively 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) what your occupation, coucoive 
Make the most of your really brilliant ideas for furthering 
kiSht ideas and concise, solid progress. In exeentina them, 
plans for 8chisvemmt now. buwevor, you may be a little tou 
Accentuate poe/tire thlnklng, meticulous about details -- 
Comblm intult/en with know- driving other people "crazy." 
how. Don't bu such a fusg~Ulgot. YOU 
LmR~ .n .~ m extrmnely re .me and, 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) properly educated, of course, 
Work constructively, but will find many fields suited to 
insert 8 novel twist Into routine your talents. Outstanding 
to relieve nmoteny and make it among them: medicine 
more p lea~.  You may renew (especially of the research 
an okl friendship, variety), the law, writing, 
SCORPIO m.~ muuicandthestsge. Youwould 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) "~rT~- also make an excellent 
Plan your schedule early and detective. Blrthdale of: Hmu7 
only deviate where a better VW, King of England. 
arrangement is presented or ©~m K~n vmuru S~d~. ~c. 
Cinnamon And Nutmeg Flavor 
Yogurt 'Picnic' Cake 
YOGURT SPICE CAKE 
112 cup butter or margarine, softened 
1-1/2 cups sugar 
3 eggs 
2 cups unsifted all-purpose flour 
I teaspoon baking powder 
I teaspoon baking soda 
I teaspoon ground cinnamon 
1/2 teaspoon ground nutmeg 
114 teaspoon salt, 
1 cup plain yogurt 
Spiced Coconut Toppings 
Preheat oven to 550of, Grease and lightly flour bottom 
and sides of  13 • 9 x 2.inch baking pan. Cream, butter 
with sugar untB anooth,  Add eggs; beat unti l  blended. 
Combine flour, baking powder and soda, cinnamon, 
nutmeg and salt. Stir altematoly with yogurt into egg 
mJlture. Pour into prepared, pan. Bake for 85 to 40 
minute~ Remove from oven. Let stand for S minutes; 
~proad Coconut Topping over cake. Plsoe under hot 
• broBeruntil golden. 
*SPICED COCONUT TOPPING 
' '112 cup firmly-packed light brown sugar 
I tablespoon butter, melted 
814 ,.'up 8hredd~i coconut 
112 ,.'up finely shopped walnuts r 
118 tempoon 8ronnd nutmeg 
policy. PHILADELPHIAN 
DEAR PHILADELPHIAN: AlthOugh eustoms may 
differ Jn different ere-., I know of no area where It's 
"accepted procedure" to ask for a tip for ANY service. 
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let ~b_by 
hdp you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby: 
Box 6~/00, Los Aqdna,  CdiL 90069. Eudous n stomped, 
self4ddreused nvdope. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 16-year-old male with a prol~lem. 
On the first dote with a girl, I feel no irresistible urge to  
kiss her or to make out with her as is expected of  most 
guys nowadays. I feel that I should get to know the 8irl 
better in order to be certain of my feelings teymrd her. 
It seems that most &~rls expect a guy to do more than 
just talk or hold hands even before they know .him.very 
well. Is my slow approacu normm ana someunng ~o oe 
desired? Or should I go ahead and jump all over a girl as 
is ezpected? I~n sure many boys m E ~.ere  wouderin~ the 
same thing and we'd be greauy reuevea el mucu pressure 
if we knew how to act. 
UNCERTAIN 
DEAR UNCERTAIN:'Who usid"all" girls expect a BuY 
to Jump 811 over them on ~e f l r~ dote? My _mellL `olin me 
.that most skis prefer' the -mow approucn, ano • 
recommend it. 
DEAR ARBY: My husband (lql call him Frank) and I are 
in our late 20s, have been married four years ana nave a 
2-year~ld aughter I51 call Tammy. 
Frank has alway~had a rotten tem~r. .We~ last week 
he got mad and sh/ppod me arouse ann ~ cries. 'sammy was 
in the room at the time and saw it all, and now Tpmmy 
A~ I~TA~ ZZ~mr~WACn~V 
IIIIII 
~ ~ s  o;.~ff- III III 
I] 7 ~  e~5~s-III I1~ 
la IIIIIII • 
114 cup milk won't have anythi~ to do with her fa~er. Whenhe .comes I 
In a mall bowl cream brown sugar with butter, Stir near her, she turns her head awayana cries, u no men co 
in mmulning in~edients; mix well. Yield: 15 portions, touch her, she screams and draws away. . ,, 
" ~ hurts Frahk something terrible. Ikeep telling .hinj ~ CONFIDENT~[AL TO I~LM.: If you .want .y.o.~. children . o u two so ing ~ get.married7 . . . . . .  d I f it 
that Tanuny will.forget and get o~r  !~ in t~ e .W~ sh~ .to turn out well,?pend twice an much time wtta mere, ana_  smnstadmi~t~.~tnWw~j ~ ~em?l~Oo~:r~deret~ 
, . • . lu tuu~'m~.~ mm an mucu money, asu~mtu~.mv uyw. . . . . . . . . . . .  
, satisfy psop,en curmmw, z um~ weu evanmany .marry, 
DI~.AR RED' Tammy may, In time, became more Who ~dd the teen years are the barmiest? For Abhy'a but I want to live on my own awhile ~ not go directly • , - -wr  , ,  , * "tnr~4vina"--hut don't count on her to forget. , , , ,  ~l . t  -wk,~ ¥,~n,,,-rs Want to Know- write from my parents home to living with another person. 
-In°~e'-~ean-thne, unless you enjoy being slapped Uound, Ab'bv. l '~i , ' , -d~I)r . . 'Be-v~-'~ nmj,  Cell|. 90212 "Enclose boyfriend feels the same way, and we're both happy with 
"" ~"  ' --~" ' • ' m t this across m • insist that ]Prank get  some .profess/anal help ~ l.ear .n.i~. $1 and a Icug, stamped (FA cents|, sslf4ddreesed nvelope, things as ~ey are, but we can I; see to ge 
• how to coatxol his temper. A man woo maps ms wtxe please., some peopze. 
uround 5an.actions problems. ' DEARABBY:Ireadthatthereiaasrowingproblemof" Same friends of mine recently br.oke..up be.~.nse of 
• ' -eVe , - , . ,~o, , ,  ~. Amo~,~. ~.d . .  ~n~ sseme to have the repeatea queeuoun~ xrom net parenu, no wm~ reaay 
he . . . . . . . .  ~, . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DEAR ABBY: My wife is one of ~ose women w . answer. I m a male, and a fellow I work with may have put forn~, rh~.7 and .she e.tar, tsd to pre .s~re ~ ~ se.t.a date: 
knewe everything. And her meet tborou.gn areaoz  his fln~er on the reasan He seye he is turhed off by women swumweu.meanmgmanaswemaleavemeaecmenana 
, ,, , knowkdge is what 'most hnsb~nan do. an.a oenoc so, in sla~n, boots and mannish aircuts, timisg.upto.the.peopla Involved. Thanks for le t t~m.e  air 
' ~ life o:me e ou~ wnere nno gets e a woman my 8ape m umre s can say ~o atop mesa althoughlcantfo, the ngur I agree with him. Nothing turns me on lik .. : . . . . . . .  ). 
M a r s h  World ~ her information._ - ' -  " " - -d  with long, soft, fragrant hair and a frilly, famin~., e dress, qnsauoan ,a  sun ns pou~e', ~T/Nq~ q~1~q~ 
The epeciftc question at the moment p. wan snore Clothes make the woman, too. If more men are oecunun8 , ,v ,  ,~ .  
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) i '  aham~ ,ether:~Sc~r~e hl~a~b~d or t~tTelt:o heavier to impotent, it just ndght be that the mannish look of some DEAR NOT You can't stop insonsitiv~, and - people 
FEATHERS , . We v peon . . . .  women Is the caUSe. _ . : _ . . ~ ~o~ 
i ts  uoc (A) Primary feathers from a duck s wing, ten to push.around than t~e everage vacuum cleaner, so ,,~. . LOVES LAvENDEItAND LACE from ~ q~.~ .that aura nsme .ox use~ numnsm 
each wing, provide the mechanism that propels , too hard for her to operate. ~o.~ umess you pug it ju~ trim way. An appeopemse r lay 
the bird in flight, and consists of interlocking I am employed full time. My wife .~ not em]~Jo~ed DEAR LOVESi ~,mele impotence seems to be on the would be, "When we deride, we'd let ~ imow." 
parts known as' barbs and berbules. (B) An en- outside the home. Our three children are m son oat ~ ~ay. rise. it could be because (n) It has never before .been ss . - 
larged section of o feather with Its interlocking We live.in a well.furnished house wi.th .all..the moa~:  thoroughlyresorded, orib)malesszualityaufferafrom .the /S i l~A~ ~lu l~ l lp  
te that, I nnoutct 8ham barbs, and (C) a further magnification, disclosing conveulencon. Mywffe loses . . . .  13oo tawed up pace and intensified pressures Of moaern me. ~ I lB I IK I I~  
the interlocking barbu es. (D) A typical contour russ because '~noat" huebends do. us me.yr .~, . . . . . .  pientyofmenurepantingever womeninlongpanM and ~ - - -  
"feather, which in their thousands cover a duck's . u~v~nuuu~ short haircuts, L " " 
DEAR DUDE: ,I can't speak for "most" husbands, and DEAR ABBY: I am 24, single and have been datinS the ~ ' o j _ q ~ = ~ ~  
nalther''ourwlfe•ilutwhot"they'doalw~dhev'eno" samemanf°r tw°years'  Neither °fue 5asclatsdanyone ~ l . ~ " S ~ ~ ~ "  
bearing on who does what in, your home. m~ean, o,x elm since we met. 
workis8 yoursofflato a lather over this seemingly urwm About a year ego, friends and relatives (especially 
problem, why not take turns? • aunts) began asking us (separately, of course), %Vhen are . . 
body. (E) A down feather, soft and resilient, 
~ rows against the duck's body and is plucked y the female and placed in the nest to form a 
warm, insulating blanket for the eggs. 
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Scientists proving we're not alone 
By ROBERT LOCKE 
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) 
- -  Im~glne a planet circling 
some distant star, l~miatod 
by n race that wonders 
whether it ia alone in the 
~mlvoree. 
To search for cosmic 
neighbors, the distant 
elvilizatius might build a 
powerful radio transmitter 
and send a signal into the 
heavens, a signal that might 
travel for thousands, or oven 
•tilleRs, ~ years at the 
speed of light before 
re•chinS earth. 
The signal might carry the 
story of their kind, the cure 
for cancer, the secret of 
peace. But mostly it might 
say: "Yon are not alone." 
That's the dram that 
drives earthbound s¢ion~to. 
Many think the stoUstieal 
odds favor the view that 
intdUgest life should exist 
"out there." 
"The numbers are very 
convincing," said Robert E. 
g&ison of the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory inn. 
Pamdena. 
There are about 200 billion 
stars in the Milky Way, the 
salaxy that includes our sun, 
one of maybe 100 billion ga- 
laxies in the univent~ 
NUMBER8 LIMITLESS 
Edelson said current 
theories suggest us many as 
100 billion stars in the Milky 
Way clone might be circled 
by pianm. 
That fact, plus "'what 
seem to ha almost the 
~evitabm~ of ]fie com~ 
into exist•co ff the right 
environment is present, 
suggests hat there are vast 
rmmbers of bodies on which 
life has or is evolving," 
Edelson said in an interview. 
But gdelson said that con- 
cluaian involves "an element 
d daith based on sol•tiffs 
knowledge because we have 
al~olutsly no evidence of tlw 
existence of anyone other 
than ourselves." 
Edelson is heading 
mankind's most  eom- 
U~tiigheuslve s arch for in. 
set life beyond earth. 
The National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration's 
proposed 1978-79 budget 
includes S~dllion for the 
project, which card~ an 
expected total price of 
$1Smillion. 
The first two years of the 
program will be used to 
develop sophist icated 
equipment to interpret radio 
signals received at three 
radio- te lescopes near  
Geldstone, in the southern 
Colifomla desert. 
BEGINS IN I~0 
Computers must sort: 
through the plethora of radio 
signals from earth, from 
orbiting satellites and from 
countless natural sources 
throughout the univ~e. 
Then, begianlng in 1980, 
the telescopes would spend 
five years searchl~ the 
heavms for that special 
signal. 
Edel~n said his project 
would be "perhaps 10,000 
times more comprchmsive 
than anything that has ever 
been done in the past." 
"We mlsht find a signal on 
the first day. Or we might 
never find one. We have no 
idea of the probability that 
such a signal exists," 
gdelson said the search is 
based on several aasamp 
tie•s, "the most basic of 
which is that we're lncldng 
for signals that are intended 
for detection." 
Given the state of earth's 
technology, the only neigh- 
bars we are likely to find are 
these who are looking for 
someone like us. 
"It's unlikely that we 
would be able to detect ac- 
c/dmial broadcasts, their 
own ~ and things like 
that," because the s/gnain 
would be too weak, 
Nor are we likely to 
overhear communications 
between two stars that have 
already established some 
kind of link. 
~S~ WOU.D BE 
8LOW 
A civilization capable of 
contact with us would most 
likely be technologlcail] 
more advanced than any on 
earth "where we're only 40 
or 60 years into the radio 
business," he said. 
~u signal in found, the Jm- 
•ease distances betweer 
stars would make con- 
mum difficult. 
Sesd~ a question might 
result in an answer two or 
t]~e hundred years later," 
Edelson said. n 
Light and radio waves 
travel throogh empty space 
at the speed of light, 186,000 
mllm per second or 5.89 
trill/on miles a year. 
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A .oo The-~ R~. of _r... '  Ll~_._] 
U ~lS Event COpto. Nemo ~a.rm ~__~_,s 
~ i l  :3o Scott Romance uarT~" op~.  
V :45 Joplin .l~n~r-,e Country ~e la J  
,in ~ .09 Kingof Romance Lon TheTwo 
• • ~ "15 Ragtime Romance Grant _Rennin. 
g g i ~o Bl~ Dee i~  ; Lon xemo~om 
I~  V :45 Willlnm~ ; Calmda Grant Hemofpoom. 
i dR .00 News IThe ICTV ~Dick 
i i : zs News [National L News Cavett 
I i :~ Best of : iNight i s~ i~, 
J -  J -  145 Corm r,.a] Honr 
:00 Best of Poldark Late Show Sign I 1,1:,, ~ i~.~., IO'-on~.*, i o, 
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